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Logan and liquor
An in-depth look at licenses, laws and misuse
A letter from Starks’ father, posted on
the Web site, relates the family’s feelings
upon the loss of their son.
“Michael, again blue – Utah State
On January 6, then-County Attorney George Daines sent a
University blue – left us behind as local
memorandum to Utah State University social clubs, organizaSigma Nu chapter members initiated
tions, fraternities and sororities. In the letter, Daines addressed
(pledged) him into a local fraternity with
speculation by campus groups of increased police presence and
law enforcement following the death of fraternity pledge Michael blue poster paint and an illicitly-gained
bottle of vodka,” the letter states. “When it
Starks.
came time to save Michael’s life, everyone
The memorandum stated:
deferred; the threat of legal consequences of
“I understand that there are rumors swirling about that the
underage drinking was far too intimidating.”
local police are stepping up their efforts to enforce alcohol and
Legal consequences certainly occurred.
substance laws. These rumors are that there is surveillance and
Both
Sigma Nu and Chi Omega have now
infiltration of other campus organizations and social clubs and
closed
their local chapters, members from
that informants are being used to attend, monitor and make
both organizations have recently settled lawreports about on and off campus parties, social gatherings, etc.
suits and USU now faces litigation from a suit
You may have heard that some individuals having substance
filed Aug. 11, by the Starks family in Logan’s
abuse issues are being given the opportunity to obtain leniency
in return for their ongoing participation. Further, that those indi- 1st District Court.
“We are not saying that Starks or Sigma
viduals may even be carrying cameras and/or are wired.
Nu had no responsibility. Sigma Nu and
“Let me confirm your suspicions in this regard. All of the
Chi Omega have already settled,” Charles
things you think might be happening are indeed happening,
Thronson, legal representative of the Starks
will continue to happen, and there may even be a few efforts you
family, said. “We acknowledge (Starks) had
haven’t thought of. The ‘sum of all your fears and then some’ is
some responsibility, but the only party that
the new reality. Be assured that the local police are creative and
vehemently denies responsibility is the univerhave many friends.”
sity.”
University spokesman John DeVilbiss said
USU faces a lawsuit
with USU being a state institution, the financial backlash in the event of damages being
In August 2008, Michael Starks began his first semester at
USU. And before the semester had come to a close, Michael Starks awarded to the Starks family would reflect less
on the university budget as it would the state.
was dead.
“The burden would be on the shoulder of
Starks was participating in a Sigma Nu initiation on the evethe
taxpayer,” DeVilbiss said.
ning of Nov. 20, 2008. He was taken to a location off campus in a
The
lawsuit seeks unspecified damages and
mock kidnapping by members of the Chi Omega sorority, Capt.
claims USU was negligent in its supervision
Jeff Curtis of the Logan City Police Department said. During
and promotion of the Greek organizations. The
the space of the evening Starks was bound, painted Aggie blue,
lawsuit states the university established and
and offered alcohol, of which he voluntarily consumed excessive
exercised disciplinary and supervisory authoramounts. He was then taken to the Sigma Nu house on 800 East
ity over the organizations and the
by members of the fraternity, where he began to
enrolled students who were memexhibit signs of ill health.
InDepth
bers. It also suggests that Sigma
Those with him became concerned and conNu had long promoted a culture of
tacted poison control, Curtis said, and routinely
A closer look at issues
alcohol and drug abuse under the full
checked on him as the night progressed. Later on,
affecting USU
knowledge of USU and that the university
Starks was found unresponsive by members of
had a responsibility to warn incoming students
the fraternity and was transported to the hospital
and
their
parents
of possible dangers that exist in the Greek comwhere he was pronounced dead. He was 18 years old.
munity.
“They at least took some steps in the right direction,” Curtis
“Neither Michael nor his parents knew that the Sigma Nu
said.
chapter
at USU had a long history of permitting and/or encourWhat followed was a series of social and legal actions involvaging
activities
that required a police response to the fraternity
ing the Starks family. A Web site, www.michaelstarks.org, was
launched to promote awareness of hazing, and lawsuits were filed house,” the lawsuit states. “The false image that Sigma Nu proagainst the local chapters of Sigma Nu and Chi Omega and, more jected, and the reality of the actual character of this organization
was either well known to defendant USU or in the exercise of rearecently, USU and the state of Utah.
sonable care should have been known.”

By BENJAMIN WOOD and RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
senior news writer, news editor

Curtis said his department responds to calls almost weekly in
the area of Greek Row, and commented specifically on what was
the Sigma Nu house.
“They’ve had a history of calls over the years,” Curtis said.
“If (USU) knew about these activities and didn’t take any

- See ALCOHOL, page 3

USU ranked fifth in the West for graduation rate
By LIS STEWART
staff writer

USU HAS A 45 PERCENT GRADUATION
RATE, which puts the university in the top five for
graduation rate in the West for the noncompetitive category. Weber State University has a 29 percent graduation rate, according to the American Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research. photo illustration

Inside This Issue

Utah State University is making a showing
in the national arena. Elbowing past schools
like Southern Utah and Weber State, USU was
ranked fifth highest in the West for its graduation rate among schools of a comparable
admission standard in June.
The national graduation rate average from
schools with a noncompetitive admissions
process is at 35 percent, according to a study
by American Enterprise Institute for Public
Policy Research (AEI). The graduation rate for
USU, which is in the noncompetitive category,
is 10 percent higher. AEI, which developed
the study of college graduation rates, compared more than a thousand schools for the
rate of graduates who were natives – full time,
first time, degree seekers – receiving their
diploma within six years.
The Registrar’s Office accredits the high
retention rate of students to many things, several of which are the time management skills,
work ethic and friendliness of people at the
university.
Senior Kyle Griffin said he enthusiastically
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agreed with this notion.
“Your education is what you make it,” he
said.
Although USU is only able to hold on to
about half of its first-time degree seekers,
it fills the vacancies with transfer students
from other universities. More than half of
the degrees and certificates awarded last year
were to transfers, who averaged all but three
semesters shy of a full education, according to
reports on the Office of Analysis’ Web site.
Griffin said he transferred from the
University of Utah two years ago and found
the experience at USU to be more enjoyable.
He said the university has a great reputation
and it’s academically sound. He advises new
students to keep a working relationship with
advisers and professors in order to make the
most of their experience.
“They have office hours for a reason,” he
said. “They like to help you and are great for
networking,” he said.
More than 4,200 certificates and diplomas
were given out this last school year alone, said
Kyle Hyde, assistant director of the Office of
Analysis. That is the highest for USU since
three years ago, when the numbers peaked at

Aggies dominated on the
home field
Saturday.
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just more than 4,500.
The 45 percent graduation rate at USU is
comparably higher than other local schools,
according to AEI’s study. Weber State was
listed as having a 29 percent graduation
rate for native students, and 41 percent for
Southern Utah. Brigham Young University
was another Utah university to make the
list, ranking third in the category of Very
Competitive.
Out of the top five schools in the
Noncompetitive category, USU was rated second highest for affordability and high enrollment. According to the study, a noncompetitive college generally requires a person
to have graduated from an accredited high
school, sometimes with other requirements
such as completion of certain courses.
The friendly atmosphere and academic
rigor in Logan are considered key parts of
what keeps students at USU from year one to
Commencement Day, according to information provided by the Registrar’s Office.
Griffin said, “The academic rigor is up to
par. And I just love it up here, period.”
–la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu
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ClarifyCorrect

The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Fines proposed for going without health insurance

Celebs&People
Former CBS “Early Show”
personality Mark McEwen is
moving on with his life after
a massive stroke nearly four
years ago that
abruptly ended
his TV career.
He’s written
a book about
his experiences
and is trying
to raise aware- MCEWEN
ness about stroke warning
signs and recovery.
But McEwen, 54, is now
dealing with a fresh setback
– the abrupt end to a court
battle against the doctor who
told him he had the stomach
flu when he showed up at a
Maryland hospital emergency
room with stroke-like symptoms.

NewsBriefs
Salt Lake City fire
chief stepping down
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – The
chief of the Salt Lake City Fire
Department is stepping down.
Fire Chief Tom Shannon
announced his resignation
Tuesday. He told fire department staff during a weekly
briefing meeting, saying he has
to return to Arizona to spend
more time with his family.
His resignation is effective
Sept. 25.
Shannon was hired as chief
in November 2008. He started
his career in Glendale, Ariz.
Salt Lake City Mayor Ralph
Becker is recommending
Deputy Chief of Operations R.
Kurt Cook to replace Shannon.
Cook has been with the
department for 24 years.

JAMES NEWMAN PROTESTS the health care reform plan
supported by President Barack Obama during a rally Saturday Aug.
15, 2009, in Atlanta. AP photo

WASHINGTON (AP)
– Americans would be fined
up to $3,800 for failing to buy
health insurance under a plan
that circulated in Congress
Tuesday as divisions among
Democrats undercut President
Barack Obama’s effort to
regain traction on his health
care overhaul.
As Obama talked strategy

with Democratic leaders at
the White House, the one idea
that most appeals to his party’s
liberal base lost ground in
Congress. Prospects for a government-run plan to compete
with private insurers sank as
a leading moderate Democrat
said he could no longer support the idea.
The fast-moving develop-

ments put Obama in a box.
As a candidate, he opposed
fines to force individuals to
buy health insurance, and he
supported setting up a public
insurance plan. On Tuesday,
fellow Democrats publicly
begged to differ on both ideas.
Democratic congressional
leaders put on a bold front as
they left the White House after
their meeting with the president.
“We’re re-energized;
we’re ready to do health care
reform,” said Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid of Nevada.
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, D-Calif., insisted the
public plan is still politically
viable. “I believe that a public
option will be essential to our
passing a bill in the House of
Representatives,” she said.
After a month of contentious forums, Americans were
seeking specifics from the
president in his speech to a
joint session of Congress on
Wednesday night. So were his
fellow Democrats, divided on
how best to solve the problem
of the nation’s nearly 50 million uninsured.
The latest proposal: a tenyear, $900-billion bipartisan
compromise that Sen. Max
Baucus, D-Mont., a moderate who heads the influential
Finance Committee, was trying to broker. It would guarantee coverage for nearly all
Americans, regardless of medical problems.
But the Baucus plan also
includes the fines that Obama
has rejected. In what appeared
to be a sign of tension, White
House spokesman Robert

LateNiteHumor
David Letterman, Sept. 4,
2009 – Top Ten Signs You
Wasted Your Summer

Zoo’s baby elephant to make debut

10. Just started sending out
application for summer jobs
9. Eyebrows haven’t grown
back after Fourth of July incident
8. Developed vaccine for swan
flu
7. The one person you saw
naked was the creepy old guy
at your gym
6. Only time you were at the
beach was to bury a body
5. You can name more than
two contestants on “America’s
Got Talent”
4. Woke up today at noon
– went to bed May 19
3. You’re watching this show
2. Spent past 3 weeks camping
out for Michael Jackson tickets
1. You play for the Mets

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – The baby
elephant at Utah’s Hogle Zoo is getting
ready to make her big debut.
And she’ll soon have a name, too.
The zoo welcomed the African
elephant calf on Aug. 10. She is the first
baby for 23-year-old Christie and the
first African elephant born at the zoo.
The young one will make her first
appearance before the general public on
Friday.
A couple of days after that, she’ll get
a name. The zoo invites people to choose
their favorite among five possibilities:
Abenia, Apara, Khari, Aisha and Zuri.
Translations for the names include “we
ask for her, and behold, we got her,” ‘’she
is life” and “adorable or beautiful.”
Voting lasts through Sunday and
details are on the zoo’s Web site.
In the meantime, the new elephant
was exploring her enclosure on Tuesday,

LOGAN, Utah (AP) – The
Cache County sheriff’s office
says an inmate found unconscious in his cell at the county
jail has died.
Capt. Kim Cheshire says a
deputy doing routine rounds
found 36-year-old Eric Travis
Hanger, of Preston, Idaho, in
his cell Monday night.
Cheshire says there were
no obvious signs of injury. No
further details were released
pending autopsy results.
Hanger had been in jail
since April 30. He had been
arrested for allegedly violating
probation from an earlier conviction.

and for small employers paying about average middle-class
wages. People working for
companies that offer coverage
could avoid the fines by signing up.
The fines pose a dilemma
for Obama. As a candidate, the
president campaigned hard
against making health insurance a requirement, and fining
people for not getting it.
“Punishing families who
can’t afford health care to
begin with just doesn’t make
sense,” he said during his
party’s primaries. At the time,
he proposed mandatory insurance only for children.
White House officials have
since backed away somewhat
from Obama’s opposition to
mandated coverage for all,
but there’s no indication that
Obama would support fines.
One idea that Obama
championed during and since
the campaign – a government
insurance option – appeared to
be sinking fast.
House Majority Leader
Steny Hoyer, D-Md., told
reporters a Medicare-like plan
for middle-class Americans
and their families isn’t an
essential part of legislation for
him. Hoyer’s comments came
shortly after a key Democratic
moderate said he could no longer back a bill that includes a
new government plan.
The fast-moving developments left liberals in a quandary. They’ve drawn a line, saying
they won’t vote for legislation
if it doesn’t include a public
plan to compete with private
insurance companies and force
them to lower costs.

Recount in Afghanistan ordered because of fraud charges
KABUL (AP) – A U.N.-backed commission found “convincing evidence” of
fraud Tuesday in Afghanistan’s presidential election and ordered a recount
of suspect ballots in at least three
provinces, a process that could take
months.
At the same time, Afghan officials released new returns that give
President Hamid Karzai 54 percent of
the vote with nearly all ballots tallied,
enough to avoid a run-off unless large
numbers of tainted ballots are ultimately thrown out.
The separate announcements from
the complaints commission, which
is dominated by U.N.-appointed
Westerners, and the election commission, which is filled with Karzai
appointees, could set the stage for a
showdown.
The image of a crooked Afghan
president rigging the vote threatens to
discredit the entire U.S.-led mission
here at a time when NATO casualties
are mounting and American, European
and Canadian voters are fatigued and
disenchanted with the war.
“The perception of fraud will
shorten the length of time that one can
expect foreign support,” said Ronald E.
Neumann, a former U.S. ambassador
to Afghanistan. “People will just get
disgusted. They’ll say, ‘Why do I sacri-

Inmate death in
Cache County Jail

Gibbs pointedly noted that
the administration had not
received a copy of the plan
before it leaked to lobbyists
and news media Tuesday.
The Baucus plan would
require insurers to take all
applicants, regardless of age or
health. But smokers could be
charged higher premiums. And
60-year-olds could be charged
five times as much for a policy
as 20-year-olds.
Baucus said Tuesday he’s
trying to get agreement from a
small group of bipartisan negotiators in advance of Obama’s
speech. “Time is running out
very quickly,” he said. “I made
that very clear to the group.”
Some experts consider the
$900-billion price tag a relative
bargain because the country
now spends about $2.5 trillion a year on health care. But
it would require hefty fees on
insurers, drug companies and
others in the health care industry to help pay for it.
Just as auto coverage is now
mandatory in nearly all states,
Baucus would require that all
Americans get health insurance once the system is overhauled. Penalties for failing
to do so would start at $750 a
year for individuals and $1,500
for families. Households making more than three times the
federal poverty level – about
$66,000 for a family of four
– would face the maximum
fines. For families, it would be
$3,800, and for individuals,
$950.
Baucus would offer tax
credits to help pay premiums
for households making up to
three times the poverty level,

fice my son for a leadership that cannot
rally the country fairly?’”
Four more U.S. troops were killed
Tuesday during what the military
labeled a “complex attack” in eastern
Kunar province. August was already
the deadliest month of the eight-year
war for both U.S. troops and the entire
NATO force at the hands of a resurgent
Taliban in southern Afghanistan.
President Barack Obama is facing
increasing resistance to the war at a
time when he has little political capital
to spare, and many supporters are urging him to scale back the U.S. presence
in Afghanistan.
Obama ordered 21,000 additional
troops to the country this year with
the immediate goal of ensuring a safe
and credible election, and Gen. Stanley
McChrystal will soon ask him to send
thousands more. Those favoring an
increased U.S. presence argue that the
American troop buildup has not been
given enough time to succeed.
Also in need of much more time
is the process of sorting out the
many allegations of vote fraud. State
Department spokesman Ian Kelly said
Tuesday it could take months ‚Äî but
that the most important thing is for
the allegations to be addressed in a way
that gives ordinary Afghans confidence
in the legitimacy of the outcome.

New results released Tuesday gave
Karzai more than 50 percent of ballots
cast for the first time since officials
began releasing partial returns following the Aug. 20 vote. With results in
from almost 92 percent of the country’s
polling sites – representing 5.7 million
votes – Karzai has 54.1 percent, and
will likely finish the preliminary count
with a majority.
The standing of top challenger
Abdullah Abdullah has dropped dramatically as more results have come in
from the south – Karzai’s stronghold
– in recent days. Abdullah now has
28.3 percent.
If, as expected, the Afghan election
commission soon announces that a
final count shows Karzai won a majority of the vote, the U.N.-backed Electoral
Complaints Commission will begin its
investigations of fraud.
The commission took its first step
in that direction Tuesday, ordering a
recount at polling stations where it had
found “clear and convincing evidence
of fraud.”
Daoud Ali Najafi, chief electoral
officer of the Afghan-run election commission, said recounting votes could
take “two months or three months.”
Afghanistan’s electoral law gives
the U.N.-backed complaints commission broad authorities. It can nullify

any votes it deems fraudulent, order a
re-count of votes or order a new vote
entirely. The commission is made up of
one American, one Canadian and one
Dutch national ‚Äî all appointed by the
U.N. ‚Äî and two Afghans appointed by
an Afghan human rights organization
and the country’s Supreme Court.
The U.N. commission did not indicate how many polling stations would
require re-counts, but said it had so
far identified some with questionable results in Ghazni, Paktika and
Kandahar provinces ‚Äî all southern
areas dominated by Karzai’s ethnic
Pashtun group.
If it voids huge blocks of votes in the
south, that could drop Karzai’s total
below 50 percent and force a run-off
with Abdullah – a contest which Karzai
would be favored to win.
The commission said it was also
launching investigations in other provinces after receiving more than 720
major fraud complaints throughout the
country.
The results announced Tuesday do
not include potentially tainted ballots
that the Afghan-run commission had
already quarantined from more than
600 of the country’s 26,000 polling
stations. The U.N.-backed commission
will investigate and determine whether
they can be counted or be discarded.

flopping around in the mud with
Christie and figuring out how to use
her legs and trunk.
As Christie, who had a 22-month
pregnancy, chomped on carrots, the
littler version worked hard just to pick
up the vegetable with her small trunk
– never mind eating it.
For now, the calf is strictly nursing. She has probably put on 10 to 20
pounds since being born at a hefty 251
pounds last month, said zoo spokeswoman Holly Braithwaite. She stands a
little more than 3 feet tall.
The zoo’s elephant manager, Doug
Tomkinson, said it will take 20 to 21
years for the elephant to reach her full
height of up to 9 feet tall and 30 years
to get to her full weight of 7,000 to
9,500 pounds. The average life span of A BABY ELEPHANT STANDS next to its mother at Hogle Zoo in Salt Lake
City Tuesday, Sept. 8, 2009. The baby, which hasn’t been named, will go on public disan African elephant is 41 or 42 years
play Friday. AP photo
old.
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SigEp fraternity moves to Greek Row Briefs
Campus & Community

By BENJAMIN WOOD
senior news writer

The house formerly occupied by
members of Sigma Nu has a new set
of Greek letters on its wall. Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity, also known as
SigEp, has moved into the home after
the doors closed due to a student
death last year.
SigEp’s members had been looking
for a fraternity house for some time,
chapter adviser Jim Davis said, and
were nearing an agreement with USU
Housing when discussions had to
be put on hold after Michael Starks,
a Sigma Nu pledge, died of alcohol
poisoning during his initiation. The
local chapter was shut down and the
building was purchased by former
Sigma Nu members, who entered
into a leasing agreement with Sigma
Phi Epsilon in mid-August.
Sigma Phi Epsilon certainly understands what Sigma Nu has gone

through. The house where Delta
and have a lot to offer,” Tiffany
Sigma Phi is currently located once
Evans, director of the Student
housed SigEp, but the chapter had
Involvement and Leadership Center,
to close due to an incident similar to
said.
Sigma Nu’s, Davis said.
There are currently 27 students liv“It’s a situation that SigEp is aware
ing in the house, fraternity member
of,” Davis said.
Linds Smith said,
“It’s not our
14 are members of
attempt to steal
Sigma Phi Epsilon
“We’re the first
or take over. I
and 13 are friends
fraternity to move
wish (Sigma Nu)
and roommates
the best.”
not officially assoaway from hazing
Davis feels
ciated with the
and pledging.”
confident the
fraternity.
–Alex Putnam, Sigma Phi
house will serve
The Sigma Phi
the fraternity’s
Epsilon president Epsilon organizaneeds: a place for
tion promotes
meetings, activa sound mind
ites, support to the greater Greek
and body, president Alex Putnam
community and a central location for said. Its members have the highest
fraternity brothers to live.
grade point average of any national
“We hope that it has a positive
fraternity and focus on developing
influence in both directions,” Davis
networks and leadership skills.
said.
“We’re the first fraternity to move
“They have a great organization
away from hazing and pledging,”

Putnam said.
Putnam added that Greek organizations in general have a lot to offer
their members.
“All of the fraternities have skills
you learn that will help,” he said.
Until now, Sigma Phi Epsilon has
not had an official location on or
around campus, and Putnam said
they hope to charter this year, needing approximately 20 more members.
While the fraternity had looked at
different possibilities around Logan
for housing, Putnam feels that it’s in
the best interest for the organization
and the others on Greek Row to have
SigEp on 800 East.
“It’s where the Greeks belong,”
Putnam said. “It’s good for us to be a
part of the community.”
–b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

WHAT WAS
RECENTLY
THE
SIGMA NU
FRATERNITY
HOUSE now
bears the logo of
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
The fraternity
has been looking
for a house for
a while and was
working with
USU Housing
when the Sigma
Nu chapter
was shut down.
The house was
boarded up after
Sigma Nu was
ordered to leave
the house and
reopened when
Sigma Phi Epsilon
leased the house
in August. TYLER
LARSON photo

Alcohol: Housing number one place for busts on campus
-continued from page 1
steps, in our view they’re negligent,”
Thronson said. “If they didn’t know,
they’re negligent for not knowing.
They have basically put their head in
the sand.”
USU has yet to file its response
to the lawsuit, Thronson said. They
requested and were granted extra
time and are expected to file in the
coming weeks.
A dry campus

This comes in second to thefts, which
accounts for 38 percent. Alcoholrelated arrests consists of a minor in
possession of alcohol, driving under
the influence, intoxication, open container and unlawful consumption.
The report also states there were
45 and 68 reported offenses in 2007
and 2008, respectively. Most alcohol
incidents in 2008 occurred from midnight to 2 a.m. and from 6 to 8 p.m.

The untold story of Nicholas
Mason
USU has been a dry campus for
about 14 years, said Tiffany Evans,
director of student involvement and
Michael Starks was not the only
leadership.
USU student who died of alcohol poiUSU Student Code V-3 prohibits
soning last year, though the story of
students from “possessing, consumNicholas Mason was hardly told.
ing, selling, distributing, manufacOn April 30, 29-year-old Mason
turing and/or storing any alcoholic
finished his last final exam, went
beverage” either on campus or at
home and started to drink, said
university functions or events, includ- Logan Police Capt. Jeff Curtis. Police
ing athletic events. The code also
received a call near 1 a.m. May 1 and
prohibits the use of university funds
responded to Mason’s off-campus
to contribute to the purchasing or
townhouse, where his roommate
consumption of alcohol.
was giving him CPR. At this point,
University spokesman John
Curtis said officers took over until
DeVilbiss said, “USU is a dry campus. emergency personnel arrived and
Therefore, we do not allow the contook him to the hospital where he was
sumption of alcohol on campus prop- pronounced dead.
erty and we certainly do not allow
University Spokesman John
students who are intoxicated to be on DeVilbiss said Mason’s death was
campus.”
most likely overUSU Police
shadowed by
Capt. Steve Milne
Michael Starks
“I’ve seen a lot of
said code violabecause of Starks’
people on bikes
tors are generally
involvement
issued a citation
with a fraternity.
who crash and
and are required
Mason’s
death
hurt themselves.”
to appear in
was only related
–Jeff Curtis, Logan Police to USU because he
court. In the case
Captain was a student.
of extenuating
circumstances,
Curtis
such as if the indisaid he hopes
vidual is from out of town or if the
the stories of Mason and Starks
will help discourage binge drinking
alcohol offenses are compounded by
other criminal events, the individuals among USU students. However, he
said incoming freshmen often aren’t
may be booked to jail.
aware of these stories, and many curMilne said most campus arrests
rent students aren’t really familiar
for alcohol are done in university
with them either despite national
housing. Being found in violation of
publicity.
the university’s code is classified as a
“How many of them listen to
class B misdemeanor, he said.
(national publicity)? How many of
According to USU Police’s annual
them walk away thinking they’re
reports, in the past three years,
smart enough not to do it? I don’t
arrests related to alcohol made up 37
know,” Curtis said.
percent of USU Police’s total arrests.

DeVilbiss said nationally about
1,400 college students die each year
from alcohol-related causes. USU has
the lowest incident rate when compared to 12 peer institutions, he said,
and the number of drinking-related
deaths at USU last year was extremely
unusual.
“It was no longer a statistic for
us. It became a harsh reality and a
terrible burden we have to bear,”
DeVilbiss said.
Every year, USU takes measures
to prevent alcohol abuse such as orientations, workshops and letters to
students’ parents, DeVilbiss said.
“We have very strict codes in place
that forbid the consumption of alcohol, forbids hazing. We have codes
that we have a history of taking very
seriously and will continue to take
seriously,” he said. “The university
will enforce these quickly and appropriately.”
Logan’s liquor laws and licensing
Bikers beware. A peddle bicycle is
classified as a vehicle, and a rider can
therefore be pulled over and arrested
for driving under the influence, said
Logan Police Chief Jeff Curtis.
“I’ve seen a lot of people on bikes
who crash and injure themselves,”
Curtis said. “It’s not a wise combination.”
Any person who could cause
injury to themselves or others can be
arrested for intoxication, whether in
a vehicle or on foot. Curtis said police
must be able to prove this danger
before making the arrest.
With the boom of new restaurants
this year, Logan residents have a lot
more options for obtaining liquor.
James Olson, business license clerk
for Logan, said Logan municipal code
follows Utah’s state codes as it applies
to liquor. He said the city can, and
does, add more restrictions on the
state code. He said the three areas
this affects are taverns, single event
and temporary beer permits and on
premises beer retailers.
Municipal code allows for only
one tavern per 20,000 Logan residents, Olson said, and Logan’s current population allows for two tavern

permits. Logan already had three taverns by the time the code was created,
which Olson said will make it nearly
impossible for any new taverns to get
a new license approved.
The code doesn’t affect licenses
for restaurants that sell liquor. Olson
said restaurants must fall within the
state’s quota, but he was told unofficially that the quota will likely
increase as the state gets closer to
reaching maximum licenses.
Students who go to Club New York
may have noticed the recent use of
alcohol during certain events.
Olson said the liquor license
quota was already filled and Club
New York couldn’t get a license. He
said about six months ago, however,
the club’s owner circumvented the
issue by applying for temporary and
single-event beer permits. Those who
want this type of permit must petition the state government and pay a
small fee. If the permit is approved,
the permit-holder will be allowed to
use alcohol as defined for an event or
a few days, whichever they applied
for. While this allows the club to have
alcohol occasionally, the process can
be repetitive and difficult because the
owner has to reapply to the city and
get a new permit for every event.
Logan created additional restrictions for on premises beer retailers.
Municipal code also limits the number of these licenses to one for every
20,000 residents. These two licenses
are already filled.
Olson said as Logan grows, the
number of places alcohol can be purchased inherently increases as well.
Logan councilmember Dean
Quayle said the council voted to lift
the ban that prohibited liquor sales
on Sunday in mid-June. Quayle said
the change was made because surrounding towns had already lifted
the ban. Logan residents could then
drive to these neighboring towns on
Sunday to get alcohol so the ban was
no longer effective.
Information was also contributed by
Brendon Butler, staff writer.
–b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu, rac.ch@
aggiemail.usu.edu

Donut-eating
contest today
During USU’s annual Red Zone
Day Sept. 9, students, faculty and
staff are invited to visit a variety
of exhibits from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the TSC Patio. The exhibits are aimed at building awareness of campus and community
resources for education and assistance.
SAAVI will challenge campus
to “open their mouths and take a
bite out of crime” by hosting its
2nd annual donut eating contest.
At 10:20 a.m., 11:20 a.m., and
12:20 p.m., contestants at the TSC
Patio will have two minutes to eat
all of the powdered donuts they
can stomach; prizes will be given
the winner of each round.
Those interested in being
donut eating contestants can contact the SAAVI office.
For more information about
Red Zone Day, SAAVI, or to get
involved, visit the SAAVI Web
site.

HASS speaker
series kicks off

Last year, the College of
Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences at USU established its
Distinguished Alumni Speaker
Series with guests who represent the
college’s diverse departments and
programs who return to campus
to speak about their professional
expertise and experiences.
The series returns for the 200910 academic year with it first guest,
attorney Nathan “Nate” Alder,
Friday, Sept. 11. The hour-long
presentation begins at 11:30 a.m. at
the David B. Haight Alumni Center.
Alder’s presentation is free and all
are invited, especially HASS students. A light lunch is provided.
Alder is a seasoned litigator and
leader in resolving complex legal
disputes. He represents individuals and corporations in preparing
claims and defenses for mediation,
arbitration and trial. He has been
recognized by his peers for work in
product liability, personal injury,
insurance, civil litigation, civil trials and dispute resolution.
He participated in the Honors
Program and graduated with a
degree in history. He received his
bachelor’s degree from USU in 1991.
In student government, he served as
ASUSU academic vice president.
For information on the HASS
Distinguished Alumni series, contact the college at 797-4072.

USU CIB hosts
free 454 seminar
Utah State University’s Center
for Integrated BioSystems has
purchased a Roche 454 sequencer,
which is available to researchers
on campus, to private companies
and to other institutions and federal agencies.
Teri Mueller from Roche
Applied Science will present a
training seminar titled “Overview
of the Roche 454 Genome
Sequencer FLX Software” on
Friday, Sept. 11, from 9:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the CIB conference
room, BTC 103.
This training session will
be beneficial for life scientists,
including biologists and bioinformaticists, and will introduce users
to the data processing options and
steps, directory structure and the
post-analysis software (de novo
Assembler, Reference Mapper and
Amplicon Variant Analyzer) available with the GS FLX system.
The Genome Sequencer (GS)
FLX Titanium Systems (a.k.a.
“The 454 sequencer), is an ultra
high-throughput instrument for
conducting nucleotide sequencing.
It potentially can generate one
million sequencing readings with
an average reading at about 400
nucleotides long within a single
operation run.
Those interested can register
for all or part of this informative
seminar by calling 797-3504, or
e-mailing ken.olsen@usu.edu.
Lunch will be provided.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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PoliceBlotter
Sunday, Aug. 30

• USU Police responded to Bullen Hall for
a report of a suspicious person wearing a
brown cloak and a ski mask. Police searched
the area and the subject was not found. USU
Police then searched all the housing areas and
the subject was still not found.
Tuesday, Sept. 1
• USU Police responded to the parking lot
on the east side of the Veterinary Science
Building on a report of a cat that might
be caught in the engine compartment of a
vehicle. Police contacted the owner of the car
where the cat was last heard, but they were
unable to locate or hear the animal.

• USU Police received a report of a backpack
stolen from outside of the USU Bookstore.
Police determined that the bag was taken by
an individual who had mistaken it for his bag.
Police were able to arrange for a switch of
backpacks.
• USU Police received a report of student who
had a check stolen by someone who attempted to cash it in for a large amount of money.
Police are investigating.
• USU Police responded to a verbal dispute
in the Living and Learning Center. Officers
spoke to both parties involved and are currently investigating the incident.

Wednesday, Sept. 9, 2009
Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

Wednesday, Sept. 2
• USU Police responded to a complaint of
three bicycles that were locked on the handicap railing south of the Lund Hall Building.
Police issued warnings that informed the
owners that the bikes will be impounded if
they are locked on the railing again.
Thursday, Sept. 3
• Police are investigating a suspicious incident that occurred at Valley View Tower. A
short heavy set Caucasian male was peeking
through the south windows at approximately
1:30 a.m. Anyone with more information can
call the Utah State Police Department.
• Police responded to a structure fire that
occurred in the Children’s House north of the
Spectrum. Police are investigating how the
fire started. There were no injuries to report.
• USU Police responded to the Valley View
Tower for a report of a student receiving
unwanted advancements from another student. USU Police talked with the student
making the advancements and explained the
stalking statute to the subject. A report was
filed with police.

• USU Police was dispatched to the Industrial
Science parking lot on a parking problem.
USU Police arrived and met with complainant. Complainant advised that the owner
of the vehicle parked in the parking lot had
altered their parking pass. USU Parking
Office booted the vehicle and placed a note
on the vehicle for the owner to contact them.
The individual later contacted police and
parking and the appropriate action was
taken.
Friday, Sept. 4
• USU Police responded to a vehicle accident
in the townhouses. Upon arrival, police
located a vehicle that had drove into a tree.
There were no apparent injuries and both
individuals in the vehicle denied any medical
treatment.
• USU police received a phone call
about an incident that occurred in the Mounain View Tower where a student was harassed by another student. This investigation
is continuing.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen

Oregon docs lead health
reform caravan to Congress
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) – Some Oregon doctors are headed for Congress to ask lawmakers
to take health care reform back to the drawing
board and hold a real debate about a singlepayer plan that would cover all Americans.
The small group of veteran physicians held a
rally Tuesday in downtown Portland before leaving on a national tour to urge Congress and the
Obama administration to consider every option
for a complete overhaul before settling for anything less.
“Health care affects every one of us,” said Dr.
Paul Hochfeld. Congress needs to come up with
a “real solution to our health care disaster,” he
said.
Hochfeld and his fellow physicians say a
single-payer system of publicly funded universal
health care could dramatically reduce administrative costs passed on by insurance companies
and reduce chronic illness by expanding access
to preventive care.
But Beth Ashmore, past president of the
National Association of Health Underwriters,
said the doctors are ignoring a number of potential problems with a single-payer system.
She compared it to the problems facing
Medicare for older Americans, saying Medicare
already shows signs of potential financial collapse under the weight of aging baby boomers
without adding a national single-payer health
care system that would include all ages.
“We cannot afford this,” Ashmore said. “We

have to keep from burying our grandchildren
with debt.”
Hochfeld, however, said the purpose of the
tour is to put those issues on the table and try
to find a way to deal with them, rather than just
say it cannot be done.
The group of physicians calls itself the “Mad
as Hell Doctors,” borrowing from the famous
line in the movie “Network” expressing anger
over politicians and big corporations that do not
care about the needs of the average person. In
the movie, TV anchor Howard Beale rants, “I’m
as mad as hell, and I’m not going to take this
anymore!”
The doctors are driving a recreational
vehicle to Washington, D.C., for a rally on
the Capitol steps. They’ll stop along the way
for rallies to build support for a single-payer
system — beginning in Seattle and including
Spokane; Helena, Mont.; Salt Lake City; Denver;
Minneapolis; Chicago; Detroit; and Nashville.
The 10 doctors in the group have a wide
range of medical experience. Hochfeld is an
emergency room physician in Corvallis.
They say a single-payer plan similar to
Canada’s was never debated but offers the only
lasting solution to extending health care to
every American without bankrupting the country.
Instead of a real debate, they say, Congress is
offering up patchwork proposals that are temporary solutions at best.
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Prices Effective September 9th - September 12th, 2009

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

PHARMACY
Visit our fast, friendly pharmacy. We’ve

Closed Sunday
Logan
555 E. 1400 N. • (435) 755-5100
Pharmacy (435) 750-0258

We accept all major
insurance plans
• Competitively Priced
• Great Customer Serivce
• Locally Owned
and Operated

Smithfield
850 S. Main • (435) 563-6251
Pharmacy (435) 563-6201

changed our hours to better suit your busy needs.
Now open LATE!!!

Logan & Smithfield
Pharmacy Hours
Monday- Saturday
9 AM - 9 PM

Visit our red box®
for your favorite
new releases.
Just $1 per day!
6 oz. pkg.

Dole Golden

Ripe
Bananas

2

Gold’n Plump
24 oz. Chicken

Small Apples

99

¢

lb.

Juice or Cider

2

$

47

16 oz. amp, 20 oz. SoBe
Original or Life Water

Refreshing
Drinks

99

¢

Fresh 80% Lean

Ground
Beef

1

$ 79

lb.

Kellogg’s
14-14.7 oz. Asst.

Pop-Tarts

1

Thighs or
Drumsticks

99

¢

ea.

$ 88

General Mills
Cereal

2

$

00

2 Liter Bottles

Pop
Favorites

¢

Sunrise, Clif,
Luna & Mojo Asst.

Single
Energy Bars

1

$ 00
10.5 inch Original

Tony’s Pizza

2

Lynn Wilson’s
Flour Tortillas

69

$ 99

¢

lb.

20 oz. Loaf Soft & Smooth
Classic White or Heart
Healthy 100% Whole Wheat

Bakery Fresh

$ 69

89

French
Bread

Sara Lee Bread

1

00

Mandarin
Oranges

glacéau Drinks

1

¢

49

$ 00
14 oz. Bag White
or Yellow Corn

¢

Hunt’s 4 pk. 3.5 oz.
Pudding or Juicy Gels Asst.

Santitas
Tortilla Chips

Snack Pack

99

¢

1

$ 88
Gallon 1%, 2% or
Fat Free Skim

4 oz. Whips, 6 oz.
Original, Light or
Custard Style Asst.

ShurSaving
Milk

Yoplait Yogurt

50

1

¢

$ 59
12 oz. Pineapple or
Orange Blends Asst.

Dole 100%
Juice

ea.

Geisha 11 oz.

20 oz. vitaminwater or
1 Liter smartwater

79

$

20 oz. pkg. Homestyle
8 inch Reg. or Low Fat

London Broil
Steaks

1

¢

ea.

Beef

8.9-12 oz. Select Varieties

Western Family
96 oz. 100% Apple

99

89

¢

lbs.
New Crop
Jonathan Akane,
Ginger Gold or Gala

Juicy Sweet
Raspberries

32 oz. Asst.

Gatorade

98

99

¢

AFS Vendor Coupon
Good Week of September 9-15, 2009
PLU# 9299
Scan Down

¢

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Sept. 15, 2009

Buy Ten (10)

32 oz. Asst. Gatorade

Get Five (5)

FREE
24 oz. Asst. Propel

Western Family 64 oz.

Orange Juice

PLU# 9067
Scan Down

With This
Coupon

With Coupon and
any $25 Purchase

Good only at participating
Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.
Limit 1 coupon per customer.

TAW

TAW

Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.
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Sharing
the love

USU ambassadors recruit
with knowledge and energy

By KARLIE BRAND
web editor

FRESHMAN LAURA NELSON shops for food at a local grocery store. Brooke Parker, registered dietitian at USU, said one
problem many students encounter is not eating a nutritional meal on a regular basis. TODD JONES photo illustration

Fight off the
french fries
By RYAN PARKINSON
staff writer

For a Utah State University
student, all it takes is a short
drive off campus and a turn
onto Fast Food Lane, also
known as Main Street, with
an empty stomach for the
temptation to sink in. There
is certainly no shortage of
restaurants or fast food joints
in Cache Valley, and they
line the streets hoping their
signs and the scent in the air
turns the temptation into an
unbridled craving.
With college and work
schedules creating a real
stranglehold on time and
energy, it’s easy to be sucked
into the fast-food lifestyle
because it allows one to
escape apartment and campus life and leisurely eat an
already prepared meal.
“I eat out more just
because I am too lazy to
cook my own food”, said KC
Nordick, junior in environmental studies.
However, while going out
to eat may seem like the most
time and energy efficient

method to base one’s diet on,
it’s certainly not an efficient
way to control one’s waistline
or spending.
“You’re not going to have
the nutrients you need at the
price you’re willing to pay
if you eat out,” says Brooke
Parker, registered dietitian
at USU. “You would have to
spend a lot of money to get a
balanced meal of dairy, fruit,
vegetables and lean protein
sources. You can get sugar
and greasy foods that will give
you energy for a cheap price,
but it’s not the balanced nutrition you need.”
Parker said the biggest
hang up with students is
getting them to stop the fastfood-dollar-menu lifestyle.
“I’d like students to make
weekly trips to the store. You
are going to be a lot more balanced nutritionally and have a
lot more options with variety
if you go to a grocery store,”
she said.
Freshman Jen Luke, who
plans to major in interior
design, is already ahead of the
curve. “I eat in more because
I can’t afford to eat out, so I
try and make it to the grocery

store about once a week,”
Luke said.
Parker said eating in does
not have to be difficult and
she isn’t suggesting students
prepare a feast every night.
More importantly to Parker,
is achieving a healthy nutritional balance, such balance
can be achieved by soups,
precut and prepared frozen
meals, lean meats or a combination of healthy snacks.
“I’m a big fan of making
enough healthy snack foods
and combining them together
to make a meal,” Parker said.
“I love to promote Trail Mix
for college students because
the shelf life is amazing. You
can keep it on your bag and
it’s a perfect on-the-go snack.
It’s the most condensed form
of energy I can get people to
eat that has carbohydrates,
fats and protein.”
Though not as ideal as
having three complete meals,
Parker said combining
healthy snacks can ensure
that students have a healthy
diet, and also prevent them
from missing meals, which
can lead to overeating later
in the day and a greater sus-

ceptibility to taking a drive
down fast food lane. Parker
said there is a hormone in the
stomach called Grehlin that
can make people overeat and
having a balanced diet can
tame it.
The Student Wellness
Center offers many free
resources that can help
students achieve good nutritional balance in their diets.
Resources offered include
one-on-one nutritional counseling and online resources
that include helpful hints to
shop for groceries and recipes.
The wellness center,
in cooperation with Lee’s
Marketplace, will be giving
educational store tours this
semester.
“We will be having three
grocery store tours this
semester at Lee’s Marketplace
that will teach people how
to be cost effective, which
produce to buy, how to have
a well-balanced variety and
learning what lasts longer,”
Parker said.
Parker said cooking classes
will begin spring semester.
She said the first class will be
called “Cook once, eat twice:
How to use leftovers,” and students will learn how to make
multiple meals out of one
item of food, such as chicken
or beef.
Visit www.usu.edu/nutrition or call 797-1660 for additional resources or information.
–ryan.parkinson@aggiemail.
usu.edu

To learn about a country, talk to someone who has lived
there. To learn about cars, talk to a mechanic. To learn about
Utah State University, who better to talk to than a current
student? That’s the philosophy behind the USU Student
Ambassador program, and it seems to work.
Rick Williams, president of the ambassadors and senior in
business administration, said the program was developed in
the early 1980s when the university decided to enlist student
leaders to help with the recruiting efforts of the admissions
office. Williams said using students to recruit is valuable
because they understand the concerns and decisions high
school students are facing.
“Using students to recruit is one of the best tools because we
were just in high school and we know how it is,” Williams said.
“When I first visited USU I fell in love. I felt like people really
cared about me, and I wasn’t just another face. I want students
to experience the same thing I’ve experienced here.”
Williams said there are currently about 90 student who serve
as university ambassadors, recruitment ambassadors, transfer
ambassadors and ambassadors to the president. Ambassadors
perform roles as vast as taking prospective students on campus
tours, to giving presentations about USU to high schools and
junior colleges, to mingling and welcoming guests to events
with USU President Stan Albrecht.
Williams said ambassadors also facilitate leadership conferences and activities for high school students interested in USU.
He said having students experience the university for themselves is probably the best recruitment tool.
“One way to recruit is to get students to get up to campus.
We know that if they get up to campus they’ll fall in love with
it. Each one of us loves Utah State … we encourage them to get
up here to experience life as an Aggie.”
Williams said other responsibilities of ambassadors are
to attend office hours each week where they research high
schools, answer e-mails and phone calls from high school students and answer general questions about student life.
Amy Stuart, ambassador and senior in family finance, said
she loves her job as an ambassador and enjoys spreading her
enthusiasm for USU.
“I love my job. I love giving tours and going to high schools
and being excited about Utah State,” she said. “I love seeing
students up here after they’ve chosen to attend USU. I love to
run into them and see they just love it. I feel like my hard work

- See RECRUIT, page 7

USU lab brings
variety of research
By SETH BRACKEN
features senior writer

From computer animation to studies about how to treat
autism, the Motion Analysis Lab at Utah State University provides research opportunities for a variety of departments, said
Richard Smith, professor with the department of health, physical education and recreation.
The lab is composed of a series of seven cameras that can
take up to 500 pictures per second, Smith said, which is
about 16 times faster than a video camera that takes about 30
pictures per second. The lab is set up in a gym in the HPER
Building and the cameras use infrared light to take pictures
and track the location of reflectors that can be placed on a
human body or any object, he said.
The cameras shoot out infrared lights that hit the glass
reflectors placed in the middle of the lab. The reflectors
bounce the light back along the same path to the camera.
All of the cameras working together can measure where the
reflectors are and can do so with a very small margin of error,
less than a millimeter, Smith said.
“The lab tracks how a person moves,” Smith said. “It can
help measure the forces that are acting on the body and determine what is happening to the body.”
The lab is very useful for biomechanics, Smith said. There
is an expanding field of research about the affects of vibration
on bones and how a small dosage of vibration can possibly
strengthen bones, he said.
Some students and professors are also working on a study
about helping children with autism succeed in school, Smith
NATE RICHARDS, OWNER of Jimmy John’s, takes an order. Many students prefer the fast-food lifestyle because it saves the
time and energy of preparing a meal. TODD JONES photo

- See LAB, page 8
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Recruit: Show the fun at USU
-continued from page 6

USU STUDENT AMBASSADOR Brady Matthews gives a tour
on campus. There are currently about 90 student who serve as university ambassadors, recruitment ambassadors, transfer ambassadors
and ambassadors to the president. CATHERINE URIE photo

USU RESEARCHERS AND PROFESSORS have found the progression of dementia may be slowed by a close relationship with
one’s caregiver. The research is part of the Cache County Memory Study, which began more than 15 years ago. A paper explaining the results of the study will be published in the September 2009 issue of “The Journals of Gerontology Series B:Psychological
Sciences and Social Sciences.” photo illustration

Working to find a
cure and save lives

Closeness to caregivers may slow progress of dementia

since then researchers have surveyed more than 167 pairs of
Alzheimer patients and their caregivers from Cache Valley
every six months.
Kathy Piercy, researcher and associate professor of FCHD,
Although genetics plays a role in the development of
said studying the caregiver’s activities is a first in the realm of
Alzheimer’s, Utah State University researchers have found the
Alzheimer’s research.
progression of the disease may be slowed by a close relation“Traditionally, people have studied the effects of caregiving
ship to one’s caregiver.
on the caregiver,” Piercy said. “We decided to flip it on its head
USU researchers and professors, Maria Norton, JoAnn
and look at how caregiver activities affected the progression of
Tschanz, Kathy Piercy and Chris
dementia: if it slows it down, speeds
Corcoran, teamed with colleagues
it up or has any impact.”
from Johns Hopkins University, Duke
From here, Norton said the
University and Boston University to
researchers will focus on which spe“Traditionally, people
complete a paper explaining the results
cific caregiver activities help in the
have studied the effects
of their study on Alzheimer’s. The paper
slowing of Alzheimer’s.
of caregiving on the carewill be published in the September 2009
“Follow ups to caregiver closeness
issue of “The Journals of Gerontology
include studying caregiver personalgiver. We decided to flip
Series B: Psychological Sciences and
ity dimensions, if they are conscious
it on its head and look at
Social Sciences.”
to details, more anxious and fretful,
how caregiver activities
Maria Norton, researcher and associand if they are less so if it’s creating
ate professor of family, consumer and
a different kind of environment than
affected the progression
human development(FCHD), said, “This
may affect progression,” Norton said.
of dementia.”
is the first study to demonstrate that, in
“There are many different follow up
addition to medications that help slow
angles we’ll be looking at.”
the progression of the disease, there are
Norton said the paper shows great
–Kathy Piercy, researcher and
non-pharmacologic factors in the carepromise
and could be wonderful
associate professor of family, congiving environment that may also help
news not only for those with the dissumer and human development
to extend functional abilities and quality
ease, but the growing population that
of life for the person with dementia.”
will be emotionally and financially
Norton said the research is part of
affected by Alzheimer’s in coming
the Cache County Memory Study, which
years, particularly the baby boomer generation.
began more than 15 years ago and is funded by the National
Piercy said, “I don’t know anybody who wouldn’t like to
Institutes of Health. Norton said after the 1990 National
prevent dementia to themselves or a close family member ... .
Census revealed that Cache County had the highest life expecIt could also save untold numbers of dollars in treatment for
tancy in the country, Benita Wise, dean of family life, recogdementia, things like nursing home placement. With the large
nized the valuable gerontology research opportunities within
number of baby boomers that’s certainly something that conthe valley. She organized a study with colleagues across the
cerns policy makers.”
country in 1994. The Alzheimer’s study began in 2002, and
–karlie.brand@aggiemail.usu.edu
By KARLIE BRAND
web editor

Utah State University

Discover Greek Life

Sorority
Recruitment
- Sept.
8-9 a great time
To belong,
to serve, to study,
to have
making
and life-long
friends.
Both nights
startmemories
in the Sunburst
Lounge,
TSC

•Tues: Recruitment
Orientation &
House
Sorority
—Entertaining
Sept 9
Tours
Theme: “Our
Focus on Philanthropy”
Time:
Choose
one:
6:30,
7:00 p.m.
Time: Choose
one: 6:00
pm, 6:00,
6:45 pm,
7:30 pm
•Wed:Meet
“Focus
Philantrophy”
Location:
in the on
Sunburst
Lounge, TSC night
Time: Chose one: 6:00, 6:45, 7:30 p.m.

Fraternity
Sept 89/10/11
Fraternity Recruitment
Recruitment —
- Sept.

Enjoy meeting the member of all Five Fraternities! Call
Meet and
on the
TSC
and go6:00
frompm
there! 6:00
Patio
we’ll
go Patio
from there!
Student
Involvement
for more specifics — 797-2912
Register
on-line: www.usu.edu/asusu/htm/greeks/register

Register
on-line:
More info?
call or www.usu.edu/asusu/htm/greeks/register
visit Student Involvement: 326 TSC/435-797-2912

WINDSHIELDS
905 NORTH MAIN 753-6671
up to

$125 off deductible
expires April 2010

$9.95

rock chip repair
expires April 2010

Perfect Partner.
Let us help plan
your big day.

Your Best Choice
for Wedding
Invitations
& paper goods
630 West 200 North

753-8875

has paid off. They enjoy it and I helped light that little spark.”
Clint Fernelius, freshman in computer engineering, said
Stuart, the USU ambassador assigned to his high school, made
finding information about USU and learning about college life
easy.
“She always had the info I needed whether she could tell me
or give me the number to call someone,” he said of Stuart. “She
always had information about housing and programs and was
always able to inform me of all the events.”
Fernelius said besides talking to an ambassador, what really
sold him was when he visited for leadership conferences hosted
by the ambassadors. Not only did he get to meet other future
Aggies, but he said he really enjoyed the feel of Logan and the
university.
“I just love how it’s not a commuter school, majority of students live on campus or within a mile or two so the whole community is a majority of college student,” he said. “Here you’re
totally immersed in college life and get the most out of it ... .
I’ve only been here two weeks and it’s been the time of my life
so far.”
Stuart said over the years working as an ambassador she has
learned that it’s important to have a passion for what you do,
whether it be school or a career.
“I’ve learned about showing passion for something you love
and sharing it with other people,” she said.
Becoming an ambassador and sharing the excitement with
others isn’t easy. Williams said of the 400 applicants last year,
they only accepted 40 new freshmen and transfer ambassadors.
Once an ambassador, he said they receive extensive training on
presentations, university policies, traditions and information,
leadership and balancing school, ambassador responsibilities
and other activities on campus.
Despite the heavy responsibilities, Williams said he loves
being an ambassador and has appreciated the opportunities it
has provided.
“A lot has stemmed from the ambassador program,” he said.
“I’ve learned time management and leadership, which is invaluable as I pursue a career or family. I benefit a lot more than I’ve
been able to give. It’s just fun. It’s flat out fun.”
He said his favorite part is simply sharing his experience as
an Aggie with students.
“I want students to know why I went to USU, why students
here have so much pride, why students at the football and basketball games are screaming and yelling and other opportunities that make the atmosphere just different here,” he said.
–karlie.brand@aggiemail.usu.edu

Lab: Tracking body movement
-continued from page 6

said.
While it’s still a new study, there is research that suggests
small doses of vibration, having the children stand on vibrating plates, will help autistic children focus, Smith said. The
students and professors are using the Motion Analysis Lab to
help measure and control the amount of vibration the participants in the study receive, he said.
The College of Education and the research department of the
university funded the lab, which cost about $200,000, Smith
said.
“The university has done a great job at funding the lab,”
Smith said.
The lab is about a year old, and some of the classes are now
starting to take tours and learn more about the lab. There are
opportunities to develop new experiments and Smith is supervising the lab. Smith came from Norway’s University of Sports
Science to help pioneer the lab.
–seth.bracken@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Controversy over
the voice of one
President Barack Obama wants kids to stay in school,
and while most parents agree with him, some don’t want
a liberal telling their kids to make and achieve educational
goals.
Some parents across the nation pulled their kids out
of school and some schools did not show the speech
that Obama directed toward students across the country
Tuesday.
Several conservative groups across the country have
sounded off, calling the president’s speech a political
move and some even going as far as to say the speech
is an attempt at indoctrination. The head of the Florida
Republican Party called the student address an inappropriate indoctrination of the president’s socialist views.
Glenn Beck, conservative radio and television talk-show
host, aired a one-hour special that countered the president’s speech. In the show, Beck said the problem isn’t the
content of the speech, but the things the teachers will say
afterword and the way Obama tries to make others idolize
him.
Schools in Utah
took precautions
Instead of allowto avoid anger
ing their children to
from
parents.
Some
districts,
have positive valsuch as Granite,
ues reinforced by
Jordan, Salt Lake
and Davis, allowed
the leader of the
the principals to
nation, parents are
decide whether to
teaching their kids
show the speech,
but before they
to avoid honest disdid, the districts
cussion and to only
sent a letter to the
parents informing
trust leaders if they
them the speech
are conservative.
will be shown.
Alternative activities were available if the parents
decided not to let their children to watch the president’s
address.
The White House posted the contents of the speech
online and Arne Duncan, education secretary, dismissed
the arguments against the speech as silly when he appeared
on CBS’ “Face the Nation.” Millions of students across the
nation watched and listened to the president give a message about personal responsibility and the importance of
education.
There were a few fringe-conservatives that didn’t allow
their children to listen to the speech and they were likely
not any better or worse off than the students who did participate.
However, the larger lesson that some students may
remember is the political partisanship that took precedence over patriotism. Despite agreeing with the actual
content of the speech, some parents refused to allow their
children to listen to the speech. Instead of allowing their
children to have positive values reinforced by the leader of
the nation, parents are teaching their kids to avoid honest
discussion and to only trust leaders if they are conservative.
The president’s speech made no reference to any of
the controversial topics of the Obama administration such
as health care. The speech encouraged children to stay
focused and work hard, even if there are obstacles.
After watching the speech, the furor surrounding the
controversy beforehand seems petty and misplaced.
However, the situation does raise the question as to
whether the president has the prerogative to address the
nation’s youth.
Don’t forget to log onto www.aggietownsquare.com to
voice your opinion.
Seth Bracken is a senior majoring in print
journalism. Look for his column each
Wednesday. Questions or comments
can be sent to him at seth.bracken@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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Days of healing in Cache Valley

PERUVIAN SHAMAN OSCAR MIRO-QUESADA PERFORMED rituals at the Merlin Olsen Park Sunday.
He is spraying water and herbs from the Peruvian Amazon as a blessing to the individual. After he has talked to
someone, made an agreement with him or her or the individual has shared a story with the group, Miro-Quesada
asks him or her their full name, place of birth and what he or she feels is their gift to to the world. He then sprays
the bottle of herb watter once on their front, back and sides. Read more about Miro-Quesada’s visit at
www.aggietownsquare.com. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

College students struggle to gain
experience and pay their bills
By JESSICA CARBALLO
Sun Sentinel

When college senior Kristina Webb, 23, decided to take an
unpaid internship at a newspaper this summer, she thought she
could make it work. She would live at home, get a part-time job,
and cut back her spending. Her parents offered to help her pay
for food and gas.
But then Kristina’s father got laid off from his construction
job, the family budget tightened, and Kristina, who attends Palm
Beach Atlantic University, did not hear back from any of 35 part-

time jobs she applied to. Blame it on the economy.
“Everybody’s hurting, employers and students,” said Dawn
Howard, Associate Director of the Career Development Center at
Florida Atlantic University.
As companies cut costs, the number of internship opportunities offered nationwide has dropped 21 percent from last year,
according to the Pennsylvania-based National Association of
Colleges and Employers. Many that remain are unpaid.
“We used to pay, but we’re not doing that anymore,” said Tom
Triozzi, senior vice president of BankAtlantic, which stopped
paying interns in 2008 when the economy took a downturn.
“We ask them to work for free for a great work experience,”
Triozzi said.
It’s this desire for experience that pushes students like
Kristina to intern. “I know that if I don’t, it’s going to be harder
for me to get a job in the future,” Webb said. So she got a job
pet-sitting and interns several times a week at the Palm Beach’s
Town-Crier newspaper, without pay.
“It’s really frustrating, especially since I actually produce content for the Town-Crier,” Webb said. “But it’s definitely worth it.”
More than ever, internships are viewed as the surest route to
a job after graduation. “Having an internship is absolutely essential,” said Christine Childers, director of Career Development at
Lynn University, who advises, “Whatever it takes, it’s important
that students do it.”
But as the recession drags on, it’s taking a lot more than it
used to, leaving students in a bind. They are told that internships are essential, no matter the cost, but as opportunities
shrink and costs rise, they’re forced to ask: is this worth it?
“If a student is in a hardship situation, payment can make
a difference between whether they can intern or not,” Childers
said.
For some, working for free is simply not possible.
“It denies low income kids an opportunity,” said Barbara
Pippin, special assistant to the president for governmental relations at Broward College. “Internships are similar to what study
abroad programs used to be: if you had money, you could go.”
For these students, internships become part of a daily balancing act. “They have to juggle work and school and internships,
along with their other responsibilities, just to put in two or three
hours, just so they can say ‘I did this,’” Pippin said.
It’s a familiar situation for Amir Arab, 23. He had an unpaid
internship last summer before being hired at a Miami financial
company. Despite the positive experience, he said, one summer
of unpaid work was enough. “I have a mortgage, and I have a
daughter,” he said.
Students taking unpaid internships are encouraged to ask for
help, Wise said. “Sometimes companies will work with you to
ease the financial burden. There are also a number of colleges
that offer summer fellowships to cover internship expenses,” she
said.
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TouchBase

VOLLEYBALL

AP Top 25
1. Florida (56)
1-0
2. Texas (2)
1-0
3. USC
1-0
4. Alabama (2) 1-0
5. Oklahoma St. 1-0
6. Mississippi
1-0
7. Penn State
1-0
8. Ohio State
1-0
9. Brigham Young 1-0
10. California
1-0
11. LSU
1-0
12. Boise State 1-0
13. Oklahoma
0-1
14. Virginia Tech 0-1
15. Georgia Tech 1-0
16. TCU
0-0
17. Utah
1-0
18. Notre Dame 1-0
19. N. Carolina 1-0
20. Miami (FL) 1-0
21. Georgia
0-1
22. Nebraska
1-0
23. Cincinnati
1-0
24. Kansas
1-0
25. Missouri
1-0

Vote for your
USU player
of the week

Ags fall to Utes in 5

JUNIOR DANIELLE TAYLOR, 5, AND FRESHMAN JOSSELYN WHITE, 23, react as their outstretched arms failed to block an attack during Tuesday night’s fiveset loss to nationally ranked University of Utah. The Aggies return to the Spectrum tonight against Idaho State. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

Aggies fell short in the deciding fifth set against
nationally ranked University of Utah in the Dee
Glen Smith Spectrum (25-23, 14-25, 20-25, 2521,15-10)
“It’s a game of ebbs and flows and you have to
manage them to win,” head coach Grayson DuBose
said after Tuesday’s loss. “Utah has a great team I
thought we played well, and our fans were great.
Unfortunately we just didn’t manage the ebbs well
enough to win.”
Freshman outside hitter Josselyn White from
Smithfield, Utah, had her first career start for USU
and posted a career-high 10 kills. Her sophomore
counterpart Liz McArthur of St. George, Utah,
posted a team-high 15 kills for the night.
The two outside hitters put up four kills each in
the first set helping the Ags to a two point win, 2523. USU held the Utes to a .212 hitting percentage
while they put up a match high .273. The Aggies out
blocked the Utes 4.5 to 1.
Utah commanded the second set holding the
Aggies to a dismal -.091 hitting percentage while
posting a .235 themselves. The Ute defense took
charge early in the second set allowing only four
kills and blocking six Aggie attempts. After a back
and forth start Utah began to pull away at a score of
9-5. Utah State’s opposite side hitter Emily Kortsen

brought the Aggies back within contention with a
service ace to bring the score to 12-10, after which,
the Utes pulled away. Despite being down 11 points,
24-13, USU didn’t give up and held off the inevitable for at least a point until opposite side hitter
Karolina Bartkowiak of Utah smashed a kill shot
past the Aggie defense, giving the Utes a 25-14 set
win.

“We’re not gonna change
anything for sake of change.
We’re going to make changes for the better.”
–USU head coach Grayson DuBose on
preparing for next match
Coming out from the break Utah started the
third set serving and jumped out to a 2-0 lead.
USU soon fought back to tie the set at 3-3. Shantell
Durrant soon helped stretch the lead to 6-3 with
a blocked kill, which led to the first Ute time-out
of the set. The time out didn’t seem to kill USU’s
momentum, who came out of the huddle attacking
at different outlets with kills coming out of the center and dump sets dropping behind the unsuspect-

ing front line. The lead was 13-7 before Utah swung
the momentum, going on a 7-1 run and tieing the
set at 14 a piece. Utah took the first lead of the set at
15-14 and never gave it back beating USU 25-20 to
take a two sets to one lead.
The fourth set began with a 5-0 USU run but
ended up being a hard fought battle of digs and
aces. USU had four service aces to Utah’s zero and
17 digs to Utah’s 12. The Ags held on to win the set
25-21, forcing the second tie-break set in as many
matches.
The deciding set was a back and forth fight with
seven ties (1-1, 2-2, 4-4, 5-5, 6-6, 7-7 and 8-8) and
four lead changes (1-0, 1-2, 4-5, and 8-7). After Utah
tied up the score at 8-8 it turned to the Ute’s match
to lose, they held the Aggies to a .069 hitting percentage while posting a match high .296 percentage,
while blocking four USU kills and allowing zero of
their kills to be blocked. Utah went on to win the
fifth set 15-10 and taking the match three sets to
two.
Junior libero Christine Morrill recorded one service ace as well as 28 digs on the night, one dig shy
of her career-high.
Utah finished the match with a .237 (62-24-160)
hitting percentage compared to USU’s .126 (53-31175). The Utes also had 2.5 more team blocks (14.011.5) and 12 more digs (73-61).
USU hits the court again Wednesday, Sept. 9, at 7
p.m. in the Spectrum to face Idaho State.
c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Pair of Cowgirls slow Ags
By LANDON HEMSLEY & STEVE CRASS
staff writers

The Utah State Aggies, after starting the season with a three-game win streak, dropped a
close match to the Cowgirls of Oklahoma State
at Bell Field Friday.
OSU came into the match with a highly
touted defense. In 2008, OSU allowed only 18
goals and recorded 10 shutouts for the season.
They averaged less than a goal scored against
them per match, yet USU found itself with multiple opportunities to get the ball into the back
of the net, especially late. The difference was
simply that USU couldn’t execute when it came
down to it.
The Cowgirls came out quickly and took
advantage of a USU defense that seemed a bit
hesitant in the early going. The first and only
goal of the match was scored by Oklahoma
State’s Kyndall Treadwell in the ninth minute.
Oklahoma State came on the attack with

full control of the midfield. They advanced it
up to their attacking center midfielder, who
dished it off under pressure from two Aggie
defenders to the left wing where Treadwell was
waiting. The Aggie defense shifted over to her,
but not quickly enough. She soon found herself
eight yards from the goal on the baseline with
only sophomore goalkeeper Molli Merrill to
deflect the oncoming shot. Treadwell, taking
advantage of Merrill’s position, pooch-kicked
it up and over Merrill, who could not recover
quickly enough, and the ball found its way to
the side netting.
That’s about as easy as it got for the
Cowgirls. Utah State fought hard against the
No. 20 team in the country, and at many times
had the Cowgirls on their heels. USU head
coach Heather Cairns said she was especially
pleased with the improvement she saw on the
defensive end of the pitch.
“Our defensive organization was heads and

- See COWGIRLS, page 10

MIDFIELDER STEFANI SHIOZAKI attempts a corner kick.
She scored the Ags only goal of the weekend. PATRICK ODEN photo

Make sure to check
Friday’s edition of the Utah
Statesman to vote for your
Athlete of the week.
Four Athletes will be
presented, and the winner
will be announced the following Monday.
Votes can be sent to
statesmansports@aggiemail.usu.edu.

McArthur
earns POW
honors
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State volleyball
player Liz McArthur has
been named the
America First Credit Union
Utah State Student-Athlete
of the Week for the period
ending on Sunday, Sept.
6, it was announced on
Monday. The award is
voted on by a state media
panel.
It is the first time in her
career that McArthur has
been named Utah State’s
Athlete of the Week.
McArthur, a 6-1 sophomore outside hitter from
St. George, Utah (Snow
Canyon HS) helped Utah
State to a 1-0 record last
week with a five-set win
against
Brigham Young. Against
the Cougars, McArthur
recorded a career-high 19
kills and tied her careerhigh with four block assists.
She also hit a career-high
.262 (19-8-42) in the match
and added nine digs and
one service ace.
Thus far this year,
McArthur is hitting .140
and averaging 3.50 kills,
1.39 digs and 0.56 blocks
per set. She currently ranks
fourth in the Western
Athletic Conference in both
kills and points (4.08), and
is tied for ninth in service
aces (0.28).
Utah State, who is currently 2-2 on the season,
will play five matches
this week including home
dates against Utah and
Idaho State on Tuesday
and Wednesday, Sept. 8-9,
respectively. Both matches
will begin at 7 p.m. USU
will then travel to Flagstaff,
Ariz., to participate in the
Fiesta Bowl Tournament
along with The Citadel,
Wyoming and Northern
Arizona.
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WOMEN’S TENNIS

Aggies start fall season
looking for leadership

Returning to the court this season for the
Aggies will be five of the team’s regular six
singles players from last year’s team, which finished the season with a 5-20 record, headlined
Utah State women’s tennis will begin their
by Swenson. Swenson competed in the No. 1
fall season next weekend as they travel to Provo singles pairing for USU a year ago and posted a
to participate in the BYU Invitational Sept. 17record of 13-11 in head-to-head play.
19. Practices are underway with the team preAlso returning is sophomore Monica
paring themselves for the first of three tourna- Abella, who was 9-12 last year in the No. 3
ments that the Aggies will compete in during
singles slot and 0-1 in her lone match competthe fall schedule.
ing at No. 2 singles.
“What those do is it lets us kind of know
Junior Taylor Perry
where we’re at with
returns
after going 4-20
“It gives us a good indithe other teams in
overall last year, mainly
the state and in the
cation of who other
playing No. 4 singles,
region,” Aggie head
however she was 2-0 in
teams
have
brought
in,
coach Christian
her only two appearhow they’re looking for
Wright said. “They
ances at No. 3 singles.
are individual tournathe year and kind of size
Rounding out the
ments, so it’s all of
returners are sophoof
the
competition.”
our singles players in
more Carla Limon, who
one big draw.”
was 1-22 last year in No.
While trying to
5 singles, and the team’s
–USU
head
coach
Christian
Wright
prepare his team for
senior in Britney
on fall tournaments lone
the regular season
Watts, who put up a
that begins during
5-17 record competing
the spring semester,
in No. 6 singles. This
Wright expressed three main benefits of havmarks the second season in a row in which the
ing a team compete during the fall tournateam will feature just one senior.
ments.
One lingering concern for Wright is replacThe first benefit Wright pointed out is the
ing the leadership from last year’s lone senior,
opportunity for an individual on the team to
Bridgette Strickland, who graduated and
excel in the tournament and show what they
was hired as an assistant tennis coach at the
are capable of, something Wright saw last year University of Hawaii.
in the BYU Invitational when then-sophomore
“She did a really great job of being a uniHailey Swenson made noise by advancing to
fier,” Wright said of Strickland. “We haven’t
the consolation quarterfinals of the tournareally seen anybody step into that leadership
ment.
role and it still kind of remains to be seen as to
The second thing Wright is looking to evalwho those leaders will be.”
uate is who his team will be facing during the
Following next weekend’s BYU Invitational,
rest of the season.
the Aggie women will return home to host the
“It gives us a good indication of who other
Utah State Open tournament which begins on
teams have brought in, how they’re looking for Oct. 8. They will then wrap up the fall schedule
the year and kind of size up our competition,”
when they travel to Las Vegas to compete in the
Wright said. “The third thing for us is to get
ITA Regionals Oct. 10-14.
some good experience for our girls,” he said.
–matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu
By MATT SONNENBERG
staff writer

AGGIE SOPHOMORE TAYLOR PERRY practices for the teams upcoming trip to the BYU
Invitational. USU hopes for improvement this year with a young team. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

Ask
the Coach
a Question

and ye shall
receive
an answer in

The Statesman.
E-mail your
question for
Coach Gary
Andersen to:
statesmansports@
aggiemail.usu.edu

Come play
Northern Utah’s
Best-Kept Secret.
18 Championship Holes
Driving Range
Practice Putting &
Chipping Greens

G O L F

C O U R S E

550 East 100 North
Smithfield, Utah
435-563-6825

Fall USU Student Special:
9 Holes of Golf, Sunday-Friday
$10, must show current USU ID.

Cowgirls: Aggies suffer
first loss of 2009 season
-continued from page 9

tails better than it has been,” she said, “even
against Northern Arizona. The goals this past
weekend were goals where they got in behind
us, and I don’t think these guys got in behind
us nearly as much. Our backs really did a good
job of keeping the forwards in front of them.
The goal they scored was their best opportunity, and the rest of their opportunities weren’t
that dangerous.”
Areas of the match where there was significant improvement, especially in the second
half, was control of the midfield, maintaining
possession of the ball and being able to pass
the ball to effectively create offensive opportunities.
“I think they out possessed us in the first
half, but in the second half, we really started
to string together passes,” Cairns said. “I don’t
know that we’re ever going to be a team that
strings together 10 passes, but I don’t care
about stringing together 10 passes. I care
about stringing together enough passes to get
us going forward to create opportunities, and
that, I think, is our niche.”
If one area of the Aggies’ game was lacking,
however, it was the offensive attack. USU was
outshot in this match, 12-7, and had two fewer
corner kicks than its counterparts. Regardless,
USU did bring pressure in the second half and
created scoring opportunities for itself, but
couldn’t execute in the clutch. That, in large
part, was why this match was lost.
There were other excellent opportunities for
USU to score, but all of them came up empty,
despite intense USU pressure. The pressure was
such that the OSU coach yelling at his defense
to stay composed. Sophomore forward Shantel
Flanary, in particular, had an outstanding
match and often had the Cowgirl fullbacks on
their heels. Despite Flanary’s effort, Cairns
said the Aggie forwards still have work to do.
Even with the loss, the Aggie coach said she
was pleased with how her team played.
“I’m really encouraged with our performance,” she said. “I’m proud of the girls. We
have no reason to hang our head. We looked
like the better team at times, and we have three
more opportunities to play teams in the Top 25
against Washington, Utah and BYU.”
Cairns optimism is reflected in her players’
attitudes as well.
“We have to be proud and get better each
game,” Flanary said. “We learned that we can
play with Top 25 teams, and we can win. We
competed, we definitely outshot them and outworked them, especially toward the end.”
USU vs. Wyoming
Junior defender Stefani Shiozaki was the
light at the end of the tunnel Sunday, yet the
Aggies would still be forced to walk away with
a 1-1 double-overtime tie against the Wyoming
Cowgirls.

The goal came in the 63rd minute of the
second half, and was the first of the game after
both teams struggled to pick up their offense
in the first 45 minutes. Junior forward Lauren
Hansen crossed the ball from the far right side
to directly in front of the goal, where Shiozaki
simply headed it past Wyoming keeper
Courtney Merkle.
“It was the best feeling in the world,”
Shiozaki said. “I’ve never felt so good in my
life.”
Wyoming was quick to bounce back, scoring their first goal in the 83rd minute. Forward
Olivia Mohtadi battled past three Aggie
defenders before taking a deflection from USU
keeper Molli Merril’s hands, and kicking it
again into the back of the net.
“It looked like it was one of them versus
three of us, and we just didn’t defend it,”
Cairns said. “Obviously Sid [Porter-Garner]
was one-on-one with the girl and didn’t win
that battle, but there was no cover and it wasn’t
like they had a lot of numbers joining. It was
just a lack of discipline.”
The game would carry on into “Golden
Goal” rules, in which there are two, ten minute
overtimes back-to-back where the first team
to score wins. However, the Aggies failed to
capitalize after a total of five shots on goal to
Wyoming’s zero.
“They had really great energy and confidence,” Cairns said. “They thought we were
going to win it, and we had pretty good opportunities in the first overtime. But in the second
overtime I thought our energy waned and we
could have been better, could have pressed
them more. Bottom line is, we’ve got to keep
teams off the board, and we cannot keep giving up a goal a game. We’re not going to score
three goals in a game, it’s very rare to do that.
We’re going to have to win games 1-0 and we’ve
got to keep the shutout.”
Cairns also said the team was hurt by a failure to make clean passes from player to player
in midfield, which meant that many opportunities to score were missed.
“It wasn’t like fabulous high pressure
defending from them, it was just that in the
first half our midfielders could not keep the
ball to save their lives,” Cairns said. “I feel like
it wasn’t our best game today. I don’t feel like
we played up to our potential. It’s a tie, which
isn’t terrible, but at the same time I think the
team feels terrible because we expected more
out of ourselves.”
The Aggies now stand with a record of 3-1-1,
and look to gain another win when they play
the University of Texas-San Antonio in San
Antonio Friday, Sept. 11.
–la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu,
–steven.crass@aggiemail.usu.edu
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CROSS COUNTRY

SOPHOMORE STEVEN ATKINSON, 24, pulls away from a pack of Aggie runners during USU’s season opening meet at the
American West Heritage center Saturday. Both USU’s men’s and women’s teams dominated the event. CHRISTIAN HATHAWAY photo

Ags cruise in season opener
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

Utah State Men’s and
Women’s Cross Country
teams dominated the field
in their first competition of
the season led by underclassmen first place finishers Ruth
Hilton and Brian McKenna.
The season opener, hosted
by USU at the American
Heritage Center Saturday, was
commanded by Aggies with
the men’s and women’s teams
taking first in the team standing against Utah and Weber
State.
“I’m very pleased with the
way our young athletes ran
today,” veteran USU head
coach Gregg Gensel said after
the race.
Hilton, of St. George, Utah,
crossed over the finish line
of the 5K course in 17:17.0,
just 2.9 seconds ahead of her
nearest competitor, Sarah
Callister of Weber State.
“The race was pretty hard,”
Hilton said. “But I felt strong
and relaxed for most of the
way.”
Jessie Chugg came in just
3.6 seconds behind Callister
for third place with a time of
17:23.5, followed by freshman
Alex Litzsinger at 17:26.7.
USU finishers included
senior Erin Stratton who finished in sixth place at 17:43.4,
junior Justine Baugh 17:45.8
for eighth place, classmate
Alica Holt in 15th (18:11.3),
Kim Quinn 20th (18:22.1),
freshman Kaylee Campbell
21st (18:28.5), freshman
Stephanie Burt 24th (18:34.4),
freshman Amber Rasmussen

26th (18:44.4), freshman
Talina Nelson 28th (18:46.3),
sophomore Amiee Haertel
39th (19:46.8), Julia Johnson
44th (20:29.4) and freshman
Brittni Hopkin in 48th place
(22:28.9).
For the woman’s team
totals USU took first followed
by Weber State and Utah in
second and third, respectively.
For the men, McKenna
finished the 7K course in
21:47.9, 13.4 seconds ahead
of his nearest competitor, Jace
Nye of Weber State (22:00.5).
Chio Lopez took the last spot
on the podium with a time of
22:08.1.
“It is nice to have a guy
to cut the wind like he (Nye)
did,” Mckenna said. “It’s nice
to have experienced runners
to pace with and we did that
for about four miles. It was a
fun race.”
Other USU men finishers were Steven Atkinson
(22:11.6), Daniel Howell
(22:14.5) and Eric Larson
(22:23.5), who finished in
sixth, seventh and eighth,
respectively. Kyle Moffet
(22:43.3) finished 12th for the
Ags followed by Casey Snider
(23:13.1) in 17th and Morgan
Empey (24:06.4) in 22nd.
The USU men’s team
finished in first followed by
Weber State who took second
and the University of Utah Ski
team who took third.
Both the men’s and women’s teams head to Bozeman,
Mont. for the Montana State
Open Saturday, Sept. 19.
–c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

To purchase photos of your favorite
Aggie players and teams visit our
photo reprint section on

www.aggietownsquare.com
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ear Starks family,
The university joins us when we say we
are sorry for your loss. It’s been said there
is nothing more painful than having to
bury a child. We realize words can’t make up for
your loss.
But neither can money.
The way to get over this grief is not by suing the
university. The financial burden that would come
of the lawsuit will not only affect those involved
in your son’s passing but also others that weren’t
involved, such as USU students and Utah taxpayers (because they help pay for USU to operate).
USU has already been drastically impacted by
the recession. Departments are merging and faculty and staff have been cut to a bare minimum.
We’re operating under a skeleton of employees
and resources.
Lawsuits are expensive. Lawyers are expensive. Here’s the thing: We can’t afford it, and we
shouldn’t have to.
We realize you’re hurting, we realize you have
a right to be hurting, but the majority of students
at Utah State University realize they are not the
ones to blame. Tuition has risen and a lawsuit will
only push it further upward. It’s becoming more
and more difficult to be able to afford tuition and
the faculty and staff are aware they are among
the lucky to still be employed. Your son made
a choice to rush and what happened that night
is horrible, but robbing uninvolved students of
the quality of their education and the resources
available to them will not reverse what has happened.
Those students directly involved have been
to court and are serving their punishments. The
chapters of the involved Greek houses have
been shut down. So please don’t punish us, don’t
let your grief turn to bitterness. Don’t make the
mistake of thinking that finding a scapegoat will
make it any easier to swallow.
The university is also not to blame for your
son’s death. USU is a dry campus. Alcohol is
not allowed anywhere within campus limits and
those who choose to violate this code deal with
the consequences. The party your son attended
was located off campus. Those who attended
and created the party must have been aware of
USU’s dry campus policy and that’s why they
moved it off campus. To suggest that the university must send baby sitters out with students when
they leave campus to make sure they aren’t doing
things they shouldn’t is chimerical. The university
never promised to follow your son around town
telling him to obey laws.
Here’s what we suggest. You have a Web site
and that can be a great tool for collecting donations for your cause. Use the money and time
you save from the lawsuit toward educating on
the dangers of binge drinking. This should help
you feel better by doing something good for others. You can help prevent what happened to your
son from happening to someone else’s child.
But pretty please, with a cherry on top, don’t
do it at the expense of students’ education at
USU. It’s our future at stake.
Sincerely,
The Aggies
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Elections for sale?

f we learned anything this last year, it’s that
corporations must have government oversight. They are too big to fail, and powerful enough that corporate malfeasance, abetted by a lax government, can bring the global
economy to its knees.
Yet the U.S. Supreme Court has reached
out to consider an argument to give corporations a free hand to influence electoral politics. A ruling accepting this argument would
shake the very foundation of our republic,
turning us from a government of “we the
people” to “we the corporations.”
In his historic run to the presidency,
Barack Obama broke every political fundraising record, raising nearly $750 million
from more than a million contributors in
2007 and 2008. Now consider a corporation
such as Exxon Mobil. During 2008 alone,
Exxon generated profits of $45 billion. With
a diversion of even 2 percent of these profits
to the political process, Exxon could have far
outspent the Obama campaign and fundamentally changed the dynamic of the 2008
election.
That’s what’s at issue as the Supreme
Court takes on, for the second time, the case
of Citizens United vs. FEC in a special hearing Wednesday, a month before the formal
opening of the new term.
The case involves a film, “Hillary: The
Movie,” which sharply attacks Hillary
Rodham Clinton and her presidential candidacy. It was produced by Citizens United, a
conservative nonprofit advocacy group, to
coincide with the 2008 presidential primary
season. The Federal Election Commission
saw the movie as no different from a standard-issue attack ad -- just longer -- and
considered it subject to restrictions imposed
under the 2002 McCain-Feingold campaign
finance law as an “electioneering communication.”
Citizens United began as a seemingly
inconsequential case about the extent of
the FEC’s power to regulate such communications, but that was transformed at oral
argument in March into a much bigger
deal. Citizens United pressed for a sweeping
rejection of congressional authority to regulate campaign spending by corporations,
and the court’s conservative justices were
plainly sympathetic to this broad argument.
Things got really scary on June 29, when
the court not only ordered re-argument
of the case but ordered the parties to
brief and argue the supplemental question
of whether it should overrule Austin vs.
Michigan Chamber of Commerce and parts
of McConnell vs. FEC, both of which uphold
regulation of corporate spending in candidate elections.
The case now turns on a simple but vitally
important question: Are corporations differ-

ent from individuals?
Citizens United and its allies want the
court to treat corporate campaign expenditures -- which have been declared a form
of “speech” by a prior Supreme Court ruling -- identically to expenditures by people,
which are unlimited if done independently
and not coordinated with a candidate’s campaign. They argue, in essence, that corporate
“speech” is entitled to just as much protection under the First Amendment as individual
speech. In its Austin ruling, the court rejected that idea, finding that the “unique stateconferred corporate structure that facilitates
the amassing of large treasuries warrants the
limit on independent expenditures.”
The line between corporations and individuals when it comes to constitutional protections is as old as the United States. The
framers wrote the Constitution to protect
citizens and the people and never once used
the word “corporations.”
Early Supreme Court rulings embraced
this distinction, holding that the legal rights
of a corporation derive from its corporate
charter, not the Constitution.
Since the nation’s founding, our constitutional story has been one of democratic
progress, moving toward broader enfranchisement and more meaningful political
participation for individual Americans.
Regulation of corporate influence in elections has helped make this progress possible.
Indeed, one of the animating concerns of
the 17th Amendment, which secured direct
election of senators by the people, was the
outsized influence corporations were having
on the selection of senators by state legislatures.
The court’s ruling in Austin, in other words,
is fully consistent with the Constitution’s text
and history. If conservative justices on the
Supreme Court overrule Austin, they will
be guilty not only of unleashing corporate
influence on elections -- in blatant disregard
of the will of Congress and of the American
people -- but of violating their own purported allegiance to upholding our founding
document.
Asked the type of government established at the Constitutional Convention, Ben
Franklin famously quipped: “a republic, if
you can keep it.” But what if the Supreme
Court takes it from us?
Kendall is founder and president of
Constitutional Accountability Center, a
think tank and public interest law firm in
Washington. CAC filed an amicus brief in the
Citizens United case in support of the FEC.
Web site: theusconstitution.org
This column by Doug Kendall originally
appeared in the Sept. 8 edition of The Los
Angeles Times.

Down and Out: Low-Wage Workers and the Everyday Symptoms of Abuse
ow-wage workers in American
cities — busboys, child-care
providers, textile workers, dishwashers, stockroom clerks, groundskeepers, security guards and the
like — comprise an underclass seen
practically everywhere but not much
heard from. In many cities, large
majorities in such jobs are immigrants, many of whom are undocumented. Their relative voicelessness
contributes to a pattern of workplace abuse whose pervasiveness
has nearly lost the power to shock.
It shouldn’t.
A new report by the Center for
Urban Economic Development, the
National Employment Law Project,
and the UCLA Institute for Research
on Labor and Employment paints a
disturbing picture of the treatment

Tim Olsen

to which those workers are subjected. Based on a survey last year
of almost 4,400 low-wage employees in New York, Los Angeles and
Chicago, the report describes workplaces in which violations of basic
rights are the norm and where workers’ attempts to complain are met
with retribution.
Two-thirds of those surveyed had
suffered some form of wage violation. Some had been paid significantly less than the prevailing minimum
wage; many had worked overtime
without being paid at the required
overtime rate. Others were simply
not paid at all for hours worked
outside of their regular shifts. Those
who were seriously hurt on the job
often were given no recourse: Just 8
percent who experienced an injury

filed a workers’ compensation claim,
and workers’ compensation insurance paid medical costs for only 6
percent of the injured employees.
The staggering gap between what
is promised by law and what is delivered in fact is a national shame visited upon society’s most vulnerable
and least educated. Women, immigrants and people of color suffered
disproportionately from violations;
undocumented Hispanic women
reported the most frequent cases
of workplace abuse. Employees
unlucky enough to work in the garment industry or in a private home
were subjected to more frequent
violations than those who worked
construction.
Almost 70 percent of the socalled front-line workers surveyed

in the study were foreign born, and
more than half of those were undocumented immigrants. Their status
invites exploitation from unprincipled employers, who gain an unfair
advantage over competitors by stiffing their own workforce.
The solutions for such injustice
include updated legal standards and
more vigorous government monitoring of workplaces. But until undocumented employees are granted equal
status through wide-ranging reform
in the nation’s broken immigration
laws, equal protection under the law
will remain a pipe dream for millions
of workers.
This column originally appeared
in the Sept. 8 edition of The
Washington Post.

Web Editor

Karlie Brand

About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Online poll
Utah State is presently,
but has not always been,
a dry campus. Many
universities around the
country are not restricted in this way? Do you
support Utah State’s
policy maintaining a dry
campus?
•

Yes

•

No

•

No opinion

Visit us on the Web at
www.aggietownsquare.
com to cast your vote.
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Ask Miss
Jones

Dear Miss Jones,
I have gotten myself into a real mess.
I had a girlfriend for about a year and
then I could see it wasn’t going anywhere, plus I was moving away to college, so I broke up with her. A couple
of years went by and we hardly spoke
then she moved up here to school too.
I tried avoiding her and even ignored a
couple of her calls but she eventually
found me. I thought it would be best
just to talk to her in person and explain
that I didn’t want to start another relationship with her again, because she is
my friend and I didn’t want to hurt her
feelings. That was the point I let the
pubescent boy inside me do the thinking for me and my explanation deteriorated from not dating to not dating
exclusively. One thing led to another
and eventually we wound up making out. Now she’s always calling me,
and when I don’t talk to her she gets
upset. I see her so much I hardly have
time to date anyone else and when I
have she has tried to spy on me. She
also keeps talking about getting married even though I’ve repeatedly told
her it was out of the question. I really
don’t want to hurt her feelings but I’m
afraid that if I am too nice
she’ll keep trying to get back
together and even start stalking me. I don’t know what to
do. Please help!
Sincerely, Conflicted.
Dear Conflicted,
You have gotten yourself
into a little mess, but the mess
is very manageable as long at
it’s taken care of in a timely
manner. Women are sensitive creatures, I would know.
Take this for example: Just
yesterday as I was checking
my e-mail so I could choose
a question for this column,
a young woman sent me a
complaint about last weeks
response to that poor young
Second Choice Roommate. I
used the word hussy to refer
to the young lady who gave
eye signals to one soccer
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player and then asked another to be
friends on Facebook. The word hussy
offended this individual enough for her
to send me a lengthy message asking
me to choose my words more carefully. While I appreciate her thoughts
and time, I believe that our definitions
of hussy are simply different. When
I was in high school (before many of
your parents were born) I was known
as quite the hussy myself. A hussy was
simply a desirable girl whom many guys
wanted to take to First Dam to watch
the submarine races with. But because
of the female trait of sensitivity being
so acute, the first thing this concerned
lady thought was that I was calling the
girl “immoral or lewd.”
Now, the situation you put yourself in
is quite a predicament. There’s no doubt
about that but it’s important to remember that it was you who put yourself in
this mess. While the young lady may
be slightly creepy and stalkerish, it was
you that allowed her to think there was
a chance of something happening with
you again. That fateful night where you
allowed your testosterone to do your
thinking reconfirmed a spark within
her. This is important because, where
as before I may have just advised you
to change your number and dye your
hair, now you have a responsibility to
make things right. You don’t want to
be the kind of guy who would impregnate a girl and leave because you don’t
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have to carry the baby. Look at this in
the same way, by kissing her you sent
a little sperm of thought that impregnated her brain into thinking you still
had feelings for her. This is what you
should do: Go to her apartment with a
box of tissues, and at least one pint of
chocolate ice cream, and kindly tell her
that you made a mistake by kissing her
and explain that the year-long relationship was a wonderful experience for
you but you know, without a shadow
of a doubt, that the two of you are not
made for each other. You then hand
her the ice cream and kindly offer her
the tissues before walking out with your
shoulders square and your head high
and don’t look back. If you run in to
her on campus, be a gentleman, show
a friendly smile, but whatever you do,
don’t make out with her again.
Good luck and remember: “With as
many times as Miss Jones has been
around the block, her
directions must be
good.”
E-mail your questions to be answered
by Ms. Jones to
statesman.miss.
jones@gmail.
com

So, something on your mind? You can
always write a letter to the editor. Time to
shine. Go to www.aggietownsquare for a
submission box.
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Obama’s back-to-school speech inspires some children
servative groups
and others that
it smacked of
political indoctrination.
In his
speech, which
aired on C-SPAN
and the White
House Web site,
Obama used
examples from
his own life to
urge students to
study hard. He
told them to stop
chasing dreams
of being athletes
or reality TV
stars.
“The
truth is, being
successful is
hard. You won’t
FOURTH-GRADE STUDENT ANTHONY ROSADO, 9, listens to a nationwide back-tolove
every subject
school address by President Barack Obama at Hollywood Hills Elementary School in Florida. AP photo
you study. You
PHILADELPHIA (AP) – On the very
“He said that we’re the future, and
won’t click with
first day of the school year, 12-yearhe’s right,” said Mileena, who wants
every teacher. Not every homework
old Mileena Rodriguez was reminded to be a forensic scientist. “That’s a
assignment will seem completely relby President Barack Obama himself
president telling you, ‘I care about
evant to your life right this minute.
that hard work can take you places.
you getting your education.’ Just
And you won’t necessarily succeed
Mileena listened to Obama’s plea
imagine what kids like us can do if
at everything the first time you try,”
to study hard and stay in school
we actually listen.”
Obama said.
Tuesday, watching along with sevSchoolchildren from coast to coast
Other presidents, including
eral of her classmates at Thurgood
watched on classroom TVs and comRepublicans Ronald Reagan and
Marshall Elementary School and stu- puter screens. Others did not hear
George H.W. Bush, delivered similar
dents across the country. For all the
the message at all, either because
speeches to students, but some conhubbub among adults over the backtheir parents pulled from them from servatives accused Obama of trying
to-school speech, many youngsters
class or their schools refused to carry to promote his policies, and they
took the president’s message to heart. the speech over complaints from con- urged schools and parents to boy-

cott the address. Florida Republican
Party chairman Jim Greer initially
called the speech an attempt to
“spread President Obama’s socialist
ideology.”
The Department of Education was
also criticized for proposed lesson
plans distributed to accompany the
speech, including a section – later
changed – that asked students to
write about how they could help the
president.
Schools were not required to show
the speech, and the White House
posted an advance transcript on its
Web site on Monday. After they got a
look at the text, many critics, including Greer, backed off, and some
schools agreed to show the speech
after all.
Still, others were glad they kept
their kids out of class.
“They don’t need to be told by the
president what their responsibilities
are. It’s the parents’ responsibility
to teach them that, not the government,” said Ryan Christensen, a
carpet cleaner who asked that his 10year-old daughter be pulled from a
fifth-grade class watching the speech
in Caldwell, Idaho.
In Marietta, Ga., the elementary
school that Mollie Cushing’s two
daughters attend chose not to air the
president’s address. And that was just
fine with Cushing.
“We’re not really happy with the
way the country is right now, so I
don’t have real warm fuzzies about
the whole thing,” said Cushing, a

stay-at-home mom and Republican.
“I don’t think there’s going to be
anything he will touch on that will
be important.”
The uproar followed Obama to
Wakefield High School in Arlington,
Va., where he delivered the speech.
A small band of protesters greeted
his motorcade when it arrived at the
school outside the nation’s capital.
One carried a sign reading: “Mr.
President, stay away from our kids.”
Karen Miller, a former PTA official and a longtime education activist
in the Houston area, said she initially had concerns about the speech
and accompanying lesson plans.
“Whenever a political figure goes to
a public school, one has to be very
cautious,” she said.
After hearing the speech, however, Miller said she found it inspiring.
“The message he gave to children
was so appropriate, that you shape
your destiny no matter the hand
you’re dealt,” she said. “The message was absolutely on target. I had
chills.”
All schools in the 163,000-student
Philadelphia district were encouraged to show the speech, which coincided with the first day of school.
Missouri Lt. Governor Peter
Kinder, a Republican, had originally
criticized the speech and its suggested lesson plans as “steps never before
seen by any presidency in the realm
of government intervention.” But he
said his concerns eased after some of
the lesson plans were changed.

U.N. involved in Gaza dispute over study of holocaust in schools
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) – Gaza students won’t learn about
the Holocaust this year.
Angry protests by Palestinians have disrupted tentative plans
to introduce information about the Nazi genocide of 6 million Jews
into the curriculum in U.N. schools.
The dispute touches on one of the largest psychological barriers
dividing Arabs and Jews: Arabs see the Holocaust as an excuse for
Israel’s creation, and Jews see Arab Holocaust denial as a rejection
of Israel’s right to exist.
The uproar has left the U.N. Relief and Works Agency, which
runs 221 of more than 600 primary and secondary schools in
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Gaza, caught between the territory’s Hamas leaders – some of
them ardent Holocaust deniers – and outraged Jewish groups.
Some in Hamas accused the U.N. agency of trying to generate
sympathy for Israel and conspiring against the Palestinians. In
turn, Jewish activists demanded to know why the subject of the
genocide wasn’t part of the human rights syllabus in the first place.
“Now we are being bashed from all quarters,” the agency’s chief
in Gaza, John Ging, told The Associated Press.
The controversy erupted last week, after an umbrella group for
Palestinian refugees in Gaza protested what it said were plans to
teach eighth-graders in U.N. schools about the Holocaust.
U.N. officials denied they had such intentions for this school
year and insisted they weren’t scaling back in response to public
pressure.
Regional agency chief Karen Abu Zayd suggested information about the Holocaust could be included in later years, as
part of lessons about the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. UNWRA’s Web site mentions general plans to include the
Holocaust in lessons on the “historical context that gave rise to”
that declaration.
Abu Zayd said the UNWRA field office in Gaza is still developing the curriculum, which would be presented to parents and
others in the community before it is introduced. “It is very much a
draft,” she said.
A U.N. employee involved in shaping the curriculum, who
was not authorized to discuss the subject and spoke on condition
of anonymity, said that as recently as three months ago, the lessons had been under consideration for the 2009-10 human rights
course.
U.N. officials said their schools in Gaza already have the most
detailed and advanced human rights courses, and teaching the
Holocaust would break new ground.
The subject is not taught in U.N.-run schools for Palestinian
refugees in the West Bank, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon. Nor is it

taught in Palestinian government schools in the West Bank or
Gaza.
The backlash in Gaza has highlighted why.
Holocaust denial is still common in the Palestinian territories,
with many apparently fearful that acknowledging the genocide
would diminish recognition of their suffering or claims to an independent state. Such sentiments seem particularly strong among
Gazans, who have had only limited access to the outside world
since 2007, when Israel and Egypt imposed a border blockade in
response to the violent Hamas takeover of the territory.
Palestinians complain that Israel refuses to recognize their
hardship, including the expulsion and exile of hundreds of thousands during the war that followed Israel’s creation in 1948, which
Palestinians refer to as the “naqba,” or “catastrophe.” Israel’s education minister, Gideon Saar, decided this summer to delete references to the word “naqba” from textbooks for Arab third-graders
in Israel, though he said teachers can discuss tragedies that befell
the Palestinians.
Jihad Zakarneh, the deputy education minister in the West
Bank, the territory run by Palestinian moderates, said teaching
Palestinian children about the Holocaust has to wait until there is
a peace agreement with Israel.
“When Israel ends its occupation of our land and our people
and gives us our right of independence and self-determination,
then we discuss this issue with them,” he said.
The Gaza dispute over the syllabus also signaled growing tensions between Hamas and UNRWA, the largest independent organization in Gaza. Hamas has been trying to cement control over
Gaza, while the U.N. agency is increasingly emerging as a shadow
government, providing services to some 1 million of Gaza’s 1.4
million people.
Ging said he believes the dispute over the syllabus has more to
do with attempts by Hamas to meddle in the U.N. organization’s
affairs than with the Holocaust.
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Please Note

If any of these classified listings do
not have adequate information (no
phone, or e-mail listed), please see
complete listings at www.a-bay-usu.
edu.
Motorcycles/Scooters
Motorcylces
Honda CX 500 Parts
Front wheel and tire - $80 (lots of tread
left) Pegs - $6 each Tach Cable - $10
Headlight - $40 Headlight Brackets $35 Throttle - $41 Cylinder head covers
- $100 Each Cylinder heads - $100 Each
Tachometer - $40 Radiator Cover - $20
Exhaust pipe Heat Shield - $15 Exhaust
Header Pipes with Shroud - $42 each Ignition Coils - $60 pair Coil Brackets with
bolts - $20 CDI Igniter box - $100 Stator
Coil - $100 Regulator - $75
Need something not listed? I probably
have it still. Just Ask.
Prices subject to Negotiation

Textbooks

Textbooks
“New Textbook” for the course
“Interpersonal Communication” textbook :
Interpersonal Communication : A Goals
Based Approach Condition: New Price
: $ 60
Brand New Theatre Textbook
Bought a book for THEA 1013 - then
dropped the class due to scheduling
conflicts. I lost my bookstore receipt
so I can’t return it. There is NO USED
price at the bookstore, I am asking $90.
That’s 20 dollars off the bookstore price.
:) It’s brand new, never used, only even
opened twice. Right now it’s gathering
dust. Call me at 801-541-3524 if you are
interested.

Housing

Apartments for Rent
L.L.C. Female PRIVATE Room Con-

tract!
$1,915 for Spring Semester BRAND-NEW,
clean spacious room with a beautiful
view of the valley! Right on campus
next to the institute. New kitchenettes
installed in the main room just this summer with a sink, microwave, and fridge!
Choose from minimum of 7 meals/week
dining plan. Need to sell ASAP! Text
(801)336-7226 for more info.
LLC Female shared contract for sale!
Spacious room, 3 windows. LLC building
C. New kitchenette with sink, microwave
and fridge. Minimum of 7 meals/week
dining plan (meal plan not included in
price). Great roommates! Fun room!
$1,450.00 per semester. Call or text
Cassidy at (801)815-6789.

Autos

Autos for Sale

1993 Geo Storm
$1100 o.b.o.! great price on this car! I’ve
gotten 35 in the city and 42 on the freeway, drives great and sounds great, has
3 inch exhaust and a 3 inch cold air
intake. I need to sell this car this week!
Call, text or email me and ask questions
or make offers! 801-592-9722 elliott_
lesueur@hotmail.com
chevy corsica
a 1996 chevy corsica, runs but needs
work, would be a good car for getting
around town. Asking for $600 obo. email
milesferrorum@yahoo.com

Child Care

Child Care

LOOKING FOR DAYCARE? New openings
available on Campus, in Aggie Village.
Call 435-232-8472.
Computers & Electronics
19” Samsung Syncmaster 931BW LCD

Computer Monitor I upgraded my two computer monitors to 22” and I am selling
the 19” lcd’s that I am no longer using.
I have already sold one, but I have one
left. It is in perfect condition. The monitors were $220 each when I bought them
and came with a 3 year warranty. One
year of the warranty still remains. They
have an extremely high contrast ratio of
2000:1 and an ultra fast response time
of only 2ms. If you don’t know computers
and don’t know what I am talking about,
don’t worry. I play games, edit video,
and do a lot of photography work on my
pc and that’s why I bought these monitors. They have great color for any purpose. I’m selling this one for only $110.
That’s half what I paied. Not a scratch or
bad pixel on the whole monitor.

Furniture
Furniture
Select Comfort Air Mattress (Sleep
Number) $500 OBO 4000 Twin Select
Comfort Mattress. Brought to you by
the same people that make the SLEEP
NUMBER bed. BRAND NEW air chamber, mattress cover is slightly used, in
GREAT condition. Costs over $1000
brand new after tax!

Misc. for sale

Miscellaneous

Moving Sale Selling Everything!
I am moving in a few months and I need to
sell almost everything I own. I will make
a list of some of the items but call if you
are looking for something particular and
I may have it.
Fishing Pole -$20 Futon set w/decorative
feather pillows- $210 Love Chairs-$35
Each Dining Table-$90 Chairs/stools$5 Each Coffee Table (Solid Wood)-$25
Dresser (Solid Wood-Mint Cond.7 Drawers)- $120 Full-Size Pillow-top Matress
(Very Good) - $220 Computer Desk-

$25 Winter Clothing Men (sizes M-L)and
Women (sizes S-M)- Price Varies (make
offer)
Will also be selling my vehicle at the beginning of December. First person to claim
it gets it reserved! Only want $2100!
Mitsubishi Montero 1994 V6 4X4(100k
Miles on engine - 207k miles on the rest
of the car)Runs and drives great. Excellent winter vehicle! Tires are still in good
shape (Maybe 1 1/2 years old) Needs a
new radio but speakers and tweeters
work fine. See www.A-Bay-USU for my
information.

Sporting
Goods
Sporting Goods

Mad Rock climbing shoes (size 6)
Mad Rock climbing shoes. Barely worn.
Yellow, US size 6. $35 or best offer. Please call or email if interested.
jhsu118@gmail.com or (714)8565338
Used Women’s Ski Boot, size 24.5 $60
OBO
Gently used Salomon women’s ski bootsonly 2 years old. Performance fit in great
condition. I just bought a new pair and
would like to sell these. Size 24.5 is
around a women’s size 7. Great boot for
all mountain skiing! Contact me at abby.
ski@hotmail.com or (847)715-6540,
thanks!

Tickets

Tickets
Blink-182 Tickets
Blink-182 tickets for the show on Labor
day, sept 7. The show is in Orem at the
McKay Events Center. A friend backed
out, and I need to sell 4 tickets. I will sell
for $31 o.b.o.
Pearl Jam tickets!
Each ticket is 80 dollars. There are two
available. The Pearl Jam concert is on
September 28.
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Page 15 Pearls Before Swine • Pastis

A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

stephen-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

It’s All About You • Murphy

Free Classified ads for
USU Students. Check out
what’s there at www.
aggietownsquare. Place
your own ad 24-7. It’s
easy! Be a part of the
AggieTownSquare
community.
Student Jobs
For more information, Contact USU Student Employment, TSC 106, or www.
usu.edu/studemp
off-campus jobs:
3545 Quality Control Internship $14.00
5336 Product Demonstrator $10.00 an
hour
5465 Server/ Bartender 2.13/ hour + tips
3142 Sales Representative $8.00 +commission
0328 Office Worker start @ $7.25
5519 Internet Support Technician $9/hour
5532 Graphic Designer 11
5539 Graphic Art & Design
0058 Assembly $8.25
5543 Food Service Workers $7.25/ hr
Starting pay
5559 Customer Service Negotiable
5555 Technical Support $9.00 - 11.75/hour
5561 Delivery $8.50
5568 Sales Professional
5570 Sales Associate Neg
5575 Security/haunter 7.50
5574 Ocarina Teacher
5578 Child Care Helper 7.50 starting
5577 Web Application Developer $11/hour

5582 Sales Rep $10 base plus commision
5581 Bookkeeping Assistant 8/hr
5584 Education Assistant $8.80/hr + training bonus
5585 Direct Sales Fiber Optics PAID
TRAINING
5485 Zone Liaison Specialist GS-09, approx. $43,000/yr
5594 T-mobile Sales Associate 8.80 per
hour + commissio
5591 Line Cook DOE
5592 Tech Support - Graveyard $10.50 $13.25/hour
5596 Accounting salary negotiable
0095 Youth Counselor 8.28 per hour +
bonus
5593 Cna
5598 Child Care Helper 7.50 starting
5597 Crew Member 7.25
5600 Gardening And Yard Work $9.00/
hour
5602 Homework Help 10.00/hr
5603 Banquet Server At Marriott 7.25
5604 Sales/office Person $9/hr starting
5605 Basketball Scorekeeper TRADE
5587 Dental Assistant DOE
5608 Graphic Designer $2-10 per design
5609 Sales/marketing Engineer nego-

tiable
2282 Data Collection Specialist $8 starting
3065 File Clerk/courier/general Office
$7.75
5398 Marketing Team Member
3501 Project Team Member $9/hr base +
$1-$5/hr var
5614 Poster And Flyer Distribution $300
5613 Deck Builder DOE
5611 Baby Sitter $40 a week
5610 Freelance Cameraman Based on
Experience
5612 Office Assistant (full Time) $8.75$9.00
0220 Administrative Assistant 7.50 to
8.00/hr
5514 Legal Assistant DOE
5469 Assistant Movers $10-15
5615 Service Associate For Insurance
Company BOE
On-Campus jobs:
C429-96 Mowing $6.55/hr
C395-09 S I Leader For Usu 1360 003
$8.00/hr
C191-04 S I Leader Usu 1350 001 $8.00/
hr
C397-05 Research Technician BOE
C088-07 Software Developer Assistant
$8-$14, BOE
C005-04 Research Assistant $1500/month
C160-06 Substitute Teacher 65.00 - 75.00
C039-10 Instructional & Web Designer
$16/hour

C320-05 Engineering Assistant BOE
C448-07 Customer Service- Tooele Distance Ed 8/hr
C337-08 Skyroom Server $6.00 per hour
plus Tips
C238-97 Clerk/secretary 6.55/hour
C507-09 Farm Workers 7.50/hour
2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

$3

Transformers 2:
Revenge PG-13

Startrek PG-13
Daily 9:40

Daily 4:00, 6:45, 9:35 Ice Age 3 PG
Daily 4:20, 7:30
Saturday 12:45
Saturday 12:00, 2:00

Angels & Demons Aliens in the Attic
PG-13
PG
Daily 9:25

Daily 4:20, 7:30

Saturday 12:00, 2:45
Night at the
Up PG
Museum Battle
Daily 4:30, 7:00
of Smithsonian PG Saturday 12:30, 2:30

Daily 4:40, 7:15
Saturday 11:45, 2:15

Hangover R
Daily 9:30
Saturday 12:30, 2:30

STADIUM 8
• TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE*
(PG-13) 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• POST GRAD* (PG-13)
1:10 9:10

• GI JOE RISE OF COBRA*

(PG-13) 1:20, 4:10, 6:50, 9:20

• JULIE AND JULIA*
795 N Main St, Logan

Tickets $5.50 w/ Student ID

• TAKING WOODSTOCK (R)
7:00, 9:20, SAT/SUN 4:30

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• ALL ABOUT STEVE* (R)
1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

• G.I. JOE RISE OF COBRA*
(PG-13) 1:00, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30

(PG-13) 1:30, 4:00, 7:05, 9:40

• SHORTS*(PG)

12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 6:50, 8:50

• DISTRICT 9* (PG-13)
1:00, 4:05, 6:35, 9:30

• GAMER*(R)

1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

• HALLOWEEN 2* (R)

12:40, 2:55, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35

• THE FINAL DESTINATION* (R)
1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05, 9:05

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street

• INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS* • DISTRICT 9 (R)
(R) 12:30, 3:25, 6:20, 9:15

• TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE*
(G) 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

• THE FINAL DESTINATION* (R)

12:35, 2:20, 4:05, 5:50, 7:35, 9:35

• HALLOWEEN 2* (R)

1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS

counselor $10.00
C126-10 Teachers Aide 7.25
C422-08 Custodial Crew $8/hr
C127-10 Pianist 8.5
C131-10 Biology 2420 $7.75
C130-10 Computer Science Tutor $7.75
C129-10 Lab Aid Interior Design 8.00
C132-10 Lab Technician 10.00
C080-10 Quadside Cafe Worker 7.50
C134-09 Laboratory Technician minimum
$7.25
C296-05 American Sign Lanugage Interpreter $14-$26+
c208-96 Tutor $7.25/hr
C033-06 Late Evening Custodian (part
Time) $6.55 per hour

FOR RELEASE SEPTEMBER 8, 2009

535 W 100 N, Providence

LOGAN ART CINEMA

C097-10 Temporary Substitute Slp $25$35/hr, doe
C124-92 Speech Instructional Assistant
$5.85/hr
C107-10 Lab Technician $8/hr
C109-10 Political Science 3000 Tutor
$7.75
C110-10 Fff Instructor
C540-08 Tutor For Math $8.00
C027-09 Network Assistant DOE
C115-10 Grader 7.25
C208-09 Technical Support Intern $7.509.00/hr
C194-98 Undergrad Tas For Labs & Paper
Graders $8/hr
C123-10 Mortgage Default Coordinator/

4:05, 6:45, FRI/SAT 9:05

• PONYO (G)
4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00

• 500 DAYS OF SUMMER* (PG-13)
4:10, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:10

• PROPOSAL
(PG-13) 4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25

• EXTRACT (R)
4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25

Crossword Puzzler • MCT
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Unshiny photo
finish
6 Tree with
quaking leaves
11 Usually
nonmelodic
music genre
14 Not moving
15 Work on a loom
16 Under the
weather
17 *Hilarious joke
19 Narc’s org.
20 Ages and ages
21 Depression era
migrant
22 Bat one’s
eyelashes,
perhaps
24 Method: Abbr.
25 Lincoln wore one
27 Pay for a hand
28 Bank
encumbrance
30 Sound heard
twice in
“gargantuan”
32 Command to an
attack dog
35 Dressing for
romaine and
such
38 Palm Pilot or
BlackBerry,
briefly
39 *Worry, slangily
42 Mex. neighbor
43 Hardly geniuses
45 Contest
submission
47 Arrived
48 Poet Pound
50 Old hands
52 Coerce
54 Infield protector
58 Retreats in the
desert
60 Bring up
61 Field of expertise
62 Jr. high, e.g.
63 *Frosted Lenten
pastry
66 Maneuver
among moguls
67 One way to read
68 White-sheet
wearer, on
Halloween
69 Sixth sense, for
short
70 Sources of blue
eyes, say
71 Shipping weight
deductions
DOWN
1 Studio sound
equipment

9/8/09

By Gail Grabowski

2 Be a thorn in the
side of
3 Prom goers
4 Railroad bridge
support
5 UFO crew,
presumably
6 Greet the
morning
7 Brownish photo
tint
8 Party headgear
9 Genesis outcast
10 Spongy ball
brand
11 *Enduring, as a
storm
12 Tip off
13 One in a buffet
stack
18 Ear part
23 “Shane” star Alan
26 Surrealist
Salvador
29 “That’ll do,
thanks”
31 Movie critic, at
times
32 Restful resort
33 Deposed despot
Amin
34 *Freight-bearing
vessel
35 Stockholmbound carrier
36 Jerusalem is its
cap.
37 Set (down)

Answers found
elsewhere in
this issue of The
Statesman!
Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Good Luck!
(c)2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

40 Street urchin
41 Ralph Kramden’s
pal
44 Sprinkler
attachment
46 Boris’s partner in
toon espionage
48 Online birthday
greetings, e.g.
49 Round number?
50 Outlaw-chasing
group
51 Poolroom
triangles

9/8/09

53 Prompt again
55 Vine-covered
recess
56 Get extra value
from
57 Garment that
can follow the
starts of the
answers to
starred clues
59 Thick carpet
64 Bullfight shout
65 Rank above
cpl.

Today’s Issue
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Wednesday

Student deadlines You need to know....

- Study Abroad Photo Gallery, Twain
Tippetts Gallery, All-Day
- Red Zone Day, TSC Patio, All-Day
- Volleyball vs. Idaho State, Spectrum,
7 p.m.

Music classes

Sept. 9
Today is Wednesday,
Sept. 9, 2009. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Kellie
Norton, undeclared freshman, from Logan, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1942, launching from
the Japanese sub I-25,
Nobuo Fujita piloted
his light aircraft over
the state of Oregon
and firebombed
Mount Emily, ensuring
his place in the history
books as the only man
to ever bomb the continental United States.
The president immediately called for a news
blackout for the sake
of morale.

Thursday

Sept. 10

Registrar’s office deadlines –
Sept. 14: Last day to receive any
tuition refund, last day to add
classes, last day to drop class,
tuition and fee payment due
Music for the Small and Tall
2009 fall session starts Sept.
15. This is a program for young
children, ages 6 months to 6
years old. All classes take place
at the Book Table and include
a family class at 10:15 a.m., a
babies and tots class at 11 a.m.,
and a preschool class at 11:45
a.m. For more information
contact Ewa Wilczynski at 7550853 or e-mail at music4st@
comcast.net.

- Study Abroad Photo Gallery, Twain
Tippetts Gallery, All-Day
-Big Blue Coach’s Luncheon, SLC, 12
p.m.
-GRE/LSAT Prep Course, RWST 114,
4-7 p.m.
-Music Therapy Benefit Concert,
Performance Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Photography

Sept. 11

Bike race

Friday

- Religion in Life, LDS Institute,
11:30 a.m.
-Car-Free Fridays, All-Day
-Aggie CARE’s Celebration, Quad, 4
p.m.
-Women’s Soccer @ UTSA, 6 p.m.
-Volleyball @The Citadel, 4 p.m.

Weather
High: 85° Low: 45°
Skies: Mostly sunny

Come take a look at
photographers work from the
Study Abroad program in
Scotland. Runs Sept. 2 - 19 in
the Twain Tippets Gallery in the
Fine Arts Building.
Aggie mountain bike race: Short
track @ Renegade Sports Sept.
18 @ 5 p.m. Cross country @
Sherwood Hills Sept. 19 @ 9
a.m. Check out www.usucycling.
com for more info.

Study abroad
Study Abroad Fair and Passport
Fair. Learn about Study Abroad
options at USU, Sept. 15 in the
TSC Sunburst Lounge. 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. For more info contact
797-0601 or studyabroad@usu.
edu.

Peer advisors
Ever wonder who you can talk to
about classes, but want someone
that can relate to you? Find out
who your Peer Advisor is at
www.usu.edu/peers

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Touch lives and lift spirits. If
you are interested in becoming a
hospice volunteer and making
a difference in someone’s life, call
Sabrina at 752-3355 for more info.
Campus Rec is sponsoring a new
Masters Swim Team. The team
will be having an organizational
meeting on Sept. 9, from 5-7
p.m. in HPER 114. For additional
information please visit www.usu.
edu/camprec.
Religion in life at 11:30 a.m.
Sept. 11 in the Institute Cultural
Hall. Elder Yoshihiko Kikuchi of
the First Quorum of the Seventy
will be the speaker.
Institute Friday night activity:
Water games on the Quad, Sept.
11
Aggies’ care second Annual
Celebration of Children and
Families on the Quad, 4-7 p.m.
Dinner will be served, free
activities. Questions call 797-3052.
Think you know how to ride
your bike? Come to the Ride
Smart class at Aggie Blue Bikes
on Sept. 9, at 6 p.m. The class
is in informative seminar on
bike safety and responsibility.
for more information e-mail
aggiebluebikes@gmail.com or stop
by the shop.
The Mineral Collector’s of
Utah is having its annual show at
Trolley Square in SLC, Oct. 23-25.
For more info contact the show
chairman, Curt Forrester at 801789-6325 or e-mail fossilmin@
dcdi.net
Stokes Nature Center invites
ages 16 and up to a Beading
Workshop from 9 a.m. to noon
Sept. 12. This class will be limited
to the first six participants, so
sign up now to reserve your spot.
There is a supply fee of $20. For
more information or to register,
call 755-3239 or e-mail nature@
logannature.org.
The Student Alumni
Association is have its opening
activity Sept. 9, at 6 p.m. at the
Alumni Center. Live music and free
food.

Moderately Confused • Stahler

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.aggietownsquare.com
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THEÊFIRSTÊ25ÊSTUDENTSÊTOÊSIGNÊUP

RECEIVEÊAÊFREE

SPORTSÊACADEMYÊMEMBERSHIP
spor tsacademy.com
1655ÊNÊ200ÊE,ÊNorthÊLogan,ÊUtahÊ|Ê435-753-7500
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